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Abstract. The Hochschild and cyclic homology groups are computed for the
algebra of ‘cusp’ pseudodifferential operators on any compact manifold with
boundary. The index functional for this algebra is interpreted as a Hochschild
1-cocycle and evaluated in terms of extensions of the trace functionals on
the two natural ideals, corresponding to the two filtrations by interior order
and vanishing degree at the boundary, together with the exterior derivations
of the algebra. This leads to an index formula which is a pseudodifferential
extension of that of Atiyah, Patodi and Singer for Dirac operators; together
with a symbolic term it involves the ‘eta’ invariant on the suspended algebra
over the boundary previously introduced by the first author.
Introduction
The Hochschild and cyclic homologies of the algebra of pseudodifferential op-
erators on a compact manifold (without boundary) were described by Wodzicki,
[25, 26, 27]; Brylinski and Getzler [4] clarified and generalized the computation of
the homology of the algebra of full symbols, which is the quotient by the ideal of
smoothing operators. Wodzicki and then Guillemin [6, 7, 25, 26] defined a ‘residue
trace functional’, this generates the Hochschild cohomology in dimension 0 for both
the full algebra and the algebra of complete symbols. These computations are
closely related to the Atiyah-Singer index formula since the index can be expressed
in terms of a Hochschild pairing for the symbol algebra using the ‘index functional’
which is the image of the trace functional on the smoothing operators under the
boundary map in the long exact sequence in Hochschild homology discussed by
Wodzicki in [27].
For any compact manifold with boundary the algebra of ‘cusp’ pseudodifferen-
tial operators is a natural generalization of the usual algebra of pseudodifferential
operators in the boundaryless case. We describe the Hochschild homology of this
algebra and various of its ideals and so deduce a pseudodifferential generalization
of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem. Such a generalization was previously
discussed by Piazza ([23]) but without explicit evaluation of the component func-
tionals, here interpreted as Hochschild cycles.
In case X is a compact manifold without boundary, let ΨZ(X) be the algebra of
1-step polyhomogeneous (i.e. classical) pseudodifferential operators of any integral
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order. The smoothing operators form an ideal, I = Ψ−∞(X), and the quotient
A = ΨZ(X)/I is identified, by choice of a quantization map, with the algebra
of formal sums of homogeneous functions of integral order on T ∗X \ 0 with order
bounded above and with a ⋆-product. A spectral sequence argument, see [4], allows
the (continuous) Hochschild homology and cohomology to be identified with de
Rham cohomology spaces
HHk(A) ≃ H2n−k(S∗X × Sσ), HHk(A) ≃ Hk(S∗X × Sσ)(1)
where S∗X = (T ∗X \ 0)/R+ is the cosphere bundle; the additional circle factor
can be viewed as a quotient (or compactification) of the R+ action. The pairing
uses the symplectic form. In particular HH0(A) is one-dimensional; the dual space
HH0(A) is spanned by the residue trace, TrR, of Wodzicki. This can be defined
as follows. If Q ∈ Ψ1(X) is self-adjoint, elliptic and positive its complex powers,
defined by Seeley [24], allow elements of ΨZ(X) to be regularized. In particular the
function
Z(A; z) = Tr(AQ−z), A ∈ Ψm(X), m ∈ Z,(2)
is holomorphic in Re z > m+ dimX and extends to be meromorphic. The residue
trace TrR(A) is the residue at z = 0 and is independent of the choice of Q; it only
depends on the class of A in A.
Although logQ is not an element of ΨZ(X) commutation with it defines a deriva-
tion on the algebras, DlogQ : A ∋ A 7−→ [logQ,A]. This exterior derivation induces
a map on Hochschild cohomology which we denote ilogQ; it corresponds under (1)
with exterior (i.e. cup) product with a generator of H1(Sσ).
The regularized value, T̂r(A), of Z(A; z) at z = 0 is a functional on ΨZ(X) which
is not a trace functional. Fedosov’s formula suggests that the index functional be
defined in terms of its boundary, as a Hochschild cochain
IF(A,B) = (bTr)(A,B) = T̂r([A,B]) = (∂ Tr)(A,B)
= TrR(A[logQ,B]) = (ilogQTrR)(A,B).
(3)
Here ∂ is the boundary map in the long exact sequence
0 −→ HH0(A) −→ HH0(ΨZ(X)) −→ HH0(I) ∂−→ HH1(A) −→ · · ·(4)
which arises from the short exact sequence 0 −→ I −→ ΨZ(X) −→ A −→ 0 since
I is H-unital (see [28]). Thus the index functional is also the image under the
boundary map of the class Tr on I. The ideal I is homologous to a matrix algebra
so HHk(A) ≃ HHk(ΨZ(X)) except in dimension 1, where the index functional in
(3) is an additional generator of HH1(A). The other equalities in (3) show that
the index functional can be expressed in terms of Wodzicki’s residue trace and the
derivation defined by logQ on the symbol algebra.
The identification of IF as the ‘index functional’ may be justified as follows. By
Morita equivalence the matrix algebras over the algebras under discussion have the
same Hochschild homology. If A = [Aij ] is an N × N matrix in ΨZ(X) which is
elliptic, and hence Fredholm as an operator on C∞(X)N , then its image [A] in the
matrix algebra over A is invertible (and conversely). The index formula of Fedosov
then reduces to
Ind(A) = IF([A], [A]−1).(5)
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Since IF reduces to the fundamental class in H0(S∗X), under the isomorphism in
(1), the Atiyah-Singer index theorem becomes the identification of the image in
H2n−1(S∗X) of the Hochschild cycle [A] ⊗ [A]−1 for A. Even though one might
only be interested in operators of order 1, or even of order 0, it is very convenient
to discuss the formula (5) in terms of the Hochschild homology for the algebra of
operators of all integral orders, since this is finite dimensional whereas the homology
of the operators of order 0 is not.
It is this general discussion which we extend to the case of a compact manifold
with boundary, so that (5) becomes a pseudodifferential index formula in that
context, extending the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem for Dirac operators.
The basic algebra considered here consists of the ‘cusp’ pseudodifferential op-
erators on a compact manifold with boundary. It appears, at least implicitly, in
the work of Livingston [13]. The properties of the algebra are discussed more sys-
tematically in [17], which is largely based on joint work of Rafe Mazzeo and the
first author. This algebra, denoted ΨZc (X), is determined by a choice of defining
function, or more precisely by a trivialization of the normal bundle to the bound-
ary of the compact manifold with boundary X. A change of defining function gives
an isomorphic algebra. A general process of microlocalization allows ΨZc (X) to
be considered as the quantization of an algebra of vector fields on X which, with
the convention for coordinate systems that at a boundary point the first function
x defines the boundary and its trivialization locally, is spanned by x2∂x, and the
tangential vector fields ∂y. Thus, at least informally, elements of Ψ
Z
c (X) can be
regarded as ‘symbolic functions’ of these vector fields, with smooth coefficients. If
x ∈ C∞(X) is a global boundary defining function fixing the trivialization of the
normal bundle then this Lie algebra of ‘cusp’ vector fields is
Vc(X) =
{
V ∈ C∞(X ;TX);V x ∈ x2C∞(X)} .(6)
We look at the cusp calculus instead of the more familiar b-calculus to avoid
certain problems with completeness. The relationship between the two algebras
(which means in particular that the index formula we obtain is valid for elliptic
b-pseudodifferential operators) is briefly described in Appendix C. The b-calculus
Ψ0b(X) and the ‘corresponding’ cusp calculus Ψ
0
c(X) have isomorphic norm clo-
sures in the bounded operators on L2. In [18], the K-theory of the b-calculus is
described. Since the K-theory is given in terms of the norm completion the con-
clusions are equally valid for the cusp calculus. At a C∞ level the ‘cusp commu-
tation’ [x2∂x, x] = x
2 (or rather [x−1, x2∂x] = 1) in place of the ‘b-commutation’
[x∂x, x] = x makes quite a lot of difference as regards the computation of both
Hochschild and cyclic homology. Nevertheless methods similar to those used here
can be applied directly to the b-calculus.
The algebra ΨZc (X) reduces to Ψ
Z(X) in the boundaryless case and consists in
the general case of continuous linear operators on C∞(X). The subspace C˙∞(X) ⊂
C∞(X) of functions vanishing to all orders at the boundary is preserved by this
action. Furthermore conjugation by any complex power xz of a boundary defining
function preserves the algebra. Just as we consider the algebra of all integral order
pseudodifferential operators it is very helpful to expand the algebra to
x−ZΨZc (X) =
⋃
k∈Z
⋃
m∈Z
xkΨmc (X).
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Here, and below, the arbitrary integral powers of x are denoted x−Z to emphasize
that this filtration is in the opposite direction to the other, order, filtration. There
is an ideal of smoothing operators quite analogous to the boundaryless case, namely
I = x∞Ψ−∞c (X) =
⋂
k∈Z
⋂
m∈Z
xkΨmc (X).
This is again an H-unital algebra, homologous to a matrix algebra, and writing the
quotient as A therefore leads to a long exact sequence in Hochschild cohomology,
as in (4). It is again the case that a matrix of elements of x−ZΨZc (X) which is
‘fully elliptic’, in the sense that its image in the matrix algebra on A is invertible,
is Fredholm as an operator on C˙∞(X)N . Its index is given by the same ‘Fedosov
formula’ as the first part of (3) and (5)
Ind(A) = dimker(A) − dimker(A∗) = IF([A], [A]−1) = (∂ Tr)([A], [A]−1).(7)
However the direct analogue of the second part of (3) does not hold. To derive a
formula for the new index functional, IF, we need to consider two other ideals.
The smoothing algebra I is the residual ideal for the joint filtration by order and
boundary power. Each of these filtrations gives rise to a separate ideal; we consider
the quotient ideals in A
I∂ = x−ZΨ−∞c (X)/I, x−ZΨ−∞c (X) =
⋃
k∈Z
⋂
m∈Z
xkΨmc (X),(8)
Iσ = x∞ΨZc (X)/I, x∞ΨZc (X) =
⋂
k∈Z
⋃
m∈Z
xkΨmc (X),(9)
Aσ = A/I∂ , A∂ = A/Iσ and A∂,σ = A/(Iσ + I∂).(10)
These algebras are related by the following diagram of short exact sequences
0
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
0

0

Iσ + I∂
$$H
HH
HH
HH
HH
Iσ

Iσ

0 // I∂ // A //
 ""D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
Aσ //

0
0 // I∂ // A∂

// A∂,σ

//
!!C
CC
CC
CC
C
0
0 0 0.
The two filtrations are delineated by maps, respectively the symbol map and the
indicial map. The first is quite analogous to the symbol map in the boundaryless
case, and reduces to it over the interior. The choice of a cusp structure defines a
modified tangent bundle such that Vc(X) = C∞(X ; cTX). This bundle is isomorphic
to the usual tangent bundle. If cT ∗X is the dual bundle then the symbol map gives
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a short exact sequence for each m
0 −→ Ψm−1c (X) →֒ Ψmc (X) σm−→ Gm(cT ∗X) −→ 0
where Gm(cT ∗X) = {a ∈ C∞(cT ∗X \ 0); homogeneous of degree m} .(11)
Similarly, if Ψmsus(∂X) is the ‘suspended algebra’ of pseudodifferential operators as
discussed in [16], consisting of the pseudodifferential operators on R × ∂X which
are translation-invariant in R and have convolution kernels vanishing rapidly with
all derivatives at infinity, then the indicial map gives a short exact sequence for
each m
0 −→ xΨmc (X) →֒ Ψmc (X) In−→ Ψmsus(∂X) −→ 0.(12)
The choice of a quantization and an operator Q ∈ Ψ1c(X) which is elliptic,
positive and selfadjoint gives isomorphisms
Iσ ≃ C˙∞(cS∗X)[q]], Aσ ≃ x−ZC∞(cS∗X)[q]](13)
where q = σ1(Q) is the symbol of Q and
cS∗X = (cT ∗X\0)/R+ is the sphere bundle
associated to cT ∗X ; here [q]] stands for Laurent series in q−1, i.e. for each element
there is an upper bound on the powers of q but no lower bound. The product
is a ⋆-product induced by the quantization. Similarly the choice of the boundary
defining function x and a normal fibration of X at ∂X induces isomorphisms
I∂ ≃ Ψ−∞sus (∂X)[[x], A∂ ≃ ΨZsus(∂X)[[x].(14)
Here, the commutation between the Laurent series variable x and the suspended
algebra of pseudodifferential (or smoothing) operators is through [x, ∂t] = x
2. Thus
the variable on the linear factor in Rt×∂X can be identified as t = 1/x. The double
quotient is then doubly a Laurent series algebra
A∂,σ ≃ C∞(cS∗∂XX)[[x, q−1].(15)
These identifications and filtrations allow us to compute the Hochschild ho-
mology groups of all these algebras. The Hochschild cohomology groups can be
expressed in terms of appropriate cohomology groups and duality:
HH∗(Iσ) ≃ H∗(cS∗X × Sσ),
HH∗(Aσ) ≃ H∗rel(cS∗X × Sσ)⊕H∗(cS∗∂XX × Sσ),
HHk(I∂) ≃
{
C for k = 0, 1,
0 otherwise
HHk(A∂) ≃
{
Hk(cS∗∂XX × Sσ × S∂)/C for k = 1, 2,
Hk(cS∗∂XX × Sσ × S∂) otherwise
HH∗(A∂,σ) ≃ H∗(cS∗∂XX × Sσ × S∂) and
HHk(A) ≃
{
C⊕H∗rel(cS∗X × Sσ)⊕H∗(cS∗∂XX × Sσ)/C for k = 1
H∗rel(
cS∗X × Sσ)⊕H∗(cS∗∂XX × Sσ) otherwise.
(16)
In particular we show that in each case HH0 is one-dimensional, with a generat-
ing ‘trace functional’. These functionals are, for I the ordinary trace, for Aσ, A∂
and A∂,σ a ‘double residue trace’ Tr∂,σ which we define by analytic continuation,
for Iσ the residue trace of Wodzicki denoted Trσ and for I∂ a functional Tr∂ in-
duced from the trace functional Tr defined in [16] on ΨZsus(Y ) for any boundaryless
manifold Y (its definition is recalled below). Analytic continuation arguments give
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extensions of the last two functionals to T̂rσ on Aσ and T̂r∂ on A∂ . These are not
trace functionals. Rather, commutation with the operators logQ and log x defines
derivations and the Hochschild boundaries of these functionals are given by
(17)
(∂ Tr∂)(A,B) = T̂r∂([A,B]) = Tr∂,σ(A[logQ,B]) = (ilogQ Tr∂,σ)(A,B) and
(∂ Trσ)(A,B) = T̂rσ([A,B]) = −Tr∂,σ(A[log x,B]) = −(ilog xTr∂,σ)(A,B)
∀ A,B ∈ A.
The ideals Iσ and I∂ are H-unital and, in (17), ∂ Trσ and ∂ Tr∂ represent the
images under the respective boundary maps of the functionals Trσ and Tr∂ in the
long exact sequences
0 −→ HH0(Aσ) −→ HH0(A∂,σ) −→ HH0(Iσ) ∂−→ HH1(Aσ) −→ · · ·(18)
0 −→ HH0(A∂) −→ HH0(A∂,σ) −→ HH0(I∂) ∂−→ HH1(A∂) −→ · · · .(19)
These formulæ are analogues of the index formula (3). Indeed the sum of them gives
a homotopy invariant of invertible elements of A∂,σ which we call the ‘boundary
index’
Ind∂(A) = Bf(A,A
−1), Bf(A,B) = (−ilog xTr∂,σ +ilogQTr∂,σ)(A,B).(20)
This represents an obstruction to the lifting of an invertible element A ∈ A∂,σ to
an invertible element of A.
The index functional itself, defined as the image in HH1(A) of the trace functional
on Tr in (4) in the boundary case, can be expressed in terms of these same operations
(21) IF(A,B) =
1
2
(T̂r∂ + T̂rσ)(BD˜(A) + D˜(A)B),
A,B ∈ A, D˜(A) = [logQ − log x,A].
This leads to a pseudodifferential generalization of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer in-
dex theorem in which the index is expressed as the sum of four terms. If A = [Aij ] is
a matrix in Ψmc (X) which is elliptic and also translation-invariant near the bound-
ary, just as is usually assumed in the case of Dirac operators, then one of these
terms can be arranged to vanish. If it is further assumed that the indicial family
A0 = In(A) is normal (for Dirac operators it is selfadjoint) then a second term can
be arranged to vanish and the resulting pseudodifferential index formula takes the
form of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer formula
Ind(A) = AS(A)− 1
2
η(A0),(22)
AS(A) =
1
2
TrR(A
−1[logQ,A] + [logQ,A]A−1),(23)
η(A0) = 2Tr(A
−1
0 [log x,A0])(24)
where Q = (A∗A)
1
2 , the term AS(A) is purely symbolic and η(A0) is the ‘eta’
functional defined on ΨZsus(∂X) in [16].
In Section 1 the Hochschild homology of algebras of functions on a compact
manifold with boundary is discussed. This is used in Sections 2, 3 and 4 to analyze
the Hochschild homology of the algebras Iσ, I∂ , Aσ and A∂,σ. The various trace
functionals are introduced explicitly in Section 5 by analytic continuation and the
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exterior derivations on the algebras are considered in Section 6; their relation to the
boundary maps is discussed in Section 7. This leads to a description of the Hoch-
schild homology of A∂ and A in Section 8. Morita invariance is then discussed and
formula (20) for the boundary index is obtained in Section 10. The representation
(21) of the index functional is derived in Section 11 and the index formula, (24),
is discussed in Section 12. The cyclic homology of the main algebras is deduced in
Section 13, the extension to the Z2-graded case is described in Section 14 and the
homology of some other related algebras is examined in Section 15. The appen-
dices are devoted to a description of the relevant properties of the algebra of cusp
pseudodifferential operators.
1. Functions and de Rham cohomology
In this section we obtain some preliminary results including the homology of
various weighted de Rham complexes.
Consider a compact manifold with boundaryM and let x ∈ C∞(M) be a bound-
ary defining function. We shall consider the algebra of smooth functions on the
interior of M with Laurent series expansions at the boundary
x−ZC∞(M) =
⋃
j∈Z
xjC∞(M).
Let C˙∞(M) ⊂ C∞(M) be the ideal of smooth functions vanishing to infinite order
at the boundary. Then, with C∞(∂M)[[x] = {∑∞k=−n fkxk} denoting the Laurent
series decomposed in any local product decomposition, Taylor’s theorem gives a
short exact sequence
0 −→ C˙∞(M) −→ x−ZC∞(M) −→ C∞(∂M)[[x] −→ 0.(25)
Recall, [28], that an algebra I is H-unital if its b′ complex is acyclic; the differ-
ential b′ is defined in (36) below. The following result is a refinement of the same
result for C∞(M), which is well known.
Lemma 1. The algebra C˙∞(M) is H-unital.
Proof. For any two manifolds M1 and M2 the topological tensor product is
C∞(M1)⊗top C∞(M2) = C∞(M1 ×M2).
Since C˙∞(M) ⊂ C∞(M) is a closed subspace it follows that the space of k-chains
for Hochschild homology is
C˙∞(M)⊗top C˙∞(M)⊗top · · · ⊗top C˙∞(M) = C˙∞(Mk+1),
the space of smooth functions, on the manifold with corners Mk+1, vanishing to
infinite order at all boundary faces. Let z(j) denote the variable in the jth factor,
for j = 0, 1, . . . , k.
Choose φ ∈ C∞c (R) with φ(0) = 1. With x(j) denoting a fixed defining function
for the boundary of M but in the jth factor consider
Ef(z(0), z(1), . . . , z(k+1)) = φ
(x(0) − x(1)
x(0) + x(1)
)
f(z(1), . . . , z(k+1)), f ∈ C˙∞(Mk+1).
(26)
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The rapid vanishing of f at all boundaries, together with the fact that the singular
coefficient is supported near the diagonal as x(0) or x(1) approaches 0, shows that
E : C˙∞(Mk+1) −→ C˙∞(Mk+2).
By inspection,
b′E + Eb′ = Id .
Denote by
χ(f0 ⊗ f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn) = (n!)−1f0df1 . . . dfn
the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg map, where f0, . . . , fn ∈ A, for a commutative
algebra A. The map χ satisfies χ ◦ b = 0, where b is the Hochschild differential.
For the algebra of smooth functions on a compact manifold χ induces a morphism
HHn(C∞(M)) → C∞(M,Λn), see [10, 14], where C∞(M ; Λk) denotes the space of
smooth k-forms onM. For a compact manifold with boundary the same multilinear
differential operator gives rise to maps
χ : C˙∞(Mk+1) −→ C˙∞(M ; Λk),
χ : x−Z1 · · ·x−Zk+1C∞(Mk+1) −→ x−ZC∞(M ; Λk) and
χ : C∞((∂M)k+1)[[x1, . . . , xk+1] −→ C∞(M ; Λk)[[x]⊕ C∞(M ; Λk−1)[[x]dx
x2
(27)
where xi is a fixed defining function for the boundary of M but on the ith factor.
Also recall from [28] that, whenever the kernel is H-unital a short exact sequence
of algebras induces a long exact sequence in Hochschild homology. From this it fol-
lows directly that the maps in (27) all induce isomorphism in Hochschild homology.
Lemma 2. The short exact sequence (25) induces a long exact sequence in Hoch-
schild homology which decomposes into the short exact sequences
(28) 0 −→ C˙∞(M ; Λk) −→ x−ZC∞(M ; Λk) −→
C∞(∂M ; Λk)[[x] ⊕ C∞(∂M ; Λk−1)[[x]dx
x2
−→ 0.
Consequently the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg maps in (27) give isomorphisms of
the Hochschild homologies of the three algebras in (25).
Notice that we could just as well use the basis element dx/x (or indeed dx) in the
third space in (28). We use dx/x2 because we think in terms of c- (cusp) geometry
rather than b-geometry.
Proposition 1. The de Rham differential commutes with the maps in (28) so in-
duces a long exact sequence of de Rham cohomology spaces
(29) · · · −→ Hkrel(M) −→ Hkabs(M)⊕Hk−1(∂M) −→
Hk(∂M)⊕Hk−1(∂M) −→ · · ·
which is just the direct sum of the Meyer-Vietoris sequence for M relative to its
boundary with the identity on Hk−1(∂M).
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Proof. The de Rham cohomology of the complex C˙∞(M ; Λ∗) is isomorphic to the co-
homology ofM relative to its boundary by the de Rham theorem, since it contains,
and can be smoothly retracted onto, the complex of forms with compact support
in M \ ∂M. Similarly the cohomology of the third complex can be retracted onto
the image of
C∞(∂M ; Λk)⊕ C∞(∂M ; Λk−1) ∋ (α, β) 7−→ α+ β ∧ dx
x
∈ x−ZC∞(M ; Λk),
where the Laurent series is decomposed using a local product decomposition of M
near ∂M. It follows that the cohomology is Hk(∂M)⊕Hk−1(∂M). For the middle
space a similar filtration argument shows that the cohomology retracts onto the
image of
C∞(M ; Λk)⊕ C∞(∂M ; Λk−1) ∋ (γ, β) 7−→ γ + β ∧ dx
x
∈ z−ZC∞(M ; Λk).
Again by the de Rham theorem the cohomology of the first summand is the absolute
cohomology of M. Thus, the cohomology groups are as indicated in (29) and the
long exact sequence arises from the short exact sequence of complexes
0→ C˙∞(M ; Λk)→ C∞(M ; Λk)⊕ C∞(∂M ; Λk−1)→ C∞(∂M ; Λk ⊕ Λk−1)→ 0,
(30)
where the second map is the sum of pull-back to the boundary and the identity map
on C∞(∂M ; Λk−1). Since, again by a form of the de Rham theorem on a compact
manifold with boundary, (30) induces the Meyer-Vietoris sequence, the lemma is
proved.
The second of the image spaces in (27) consists of the forms on the manifold with
boundaryM which are smooth in the interior and have Laurent series expansions at
the boundary. It is interesting to note that the homology of the de Rham complex
for these spaces
0 −→ x−ZC∞(M ; Λ0) d−→ . . . · · · d−→ x−ZC∞(M ; Λk) d−→ . . . · · ·(31)
turns out to be the same as that of various natural subcomplexes defined in terms
of Lie algebras of vector fields on the manifold. In particular we consider the
tangent (b-) vector fields Vb(M) and the vector fields corresponding to a choice of
cusp structure Vc(M); these are described briefly in Appendix A and Appendix C.
Both Lie algebras define vector bundles, bTM and cTM, over M which are each
isomorphic to the usual tangent bundle over the interior and are such that for the
corresponding form bundles
C∞(M ; Λk) ⊂ C∞(M ; bΛk) ⊂ C∞(M ; cΛk),
x−ZC∞(M ; Λk) = x−ZC∞(M ; bΛk) = x−ZC∞(M ; cΛk).
Furthermore (essentially because of the origins in terms of Lie algebras of vector
fields) the de Rham differential restricts to give complexes
· · · d−→ C∞(M ; bΛk) d−→ C∞(M ; bΛk+1) d−→ . . . and(32)
· · · d−→ C∞(M ; cΛk) d−→ C∞(M ; cΛk+1) d−→ · · · .(33)
We shall denote by bH∗(M) the ‘b-cohomology’ of M which is the homology of the
first of these complexes. The b-cohomology of a compact manifold with boundary
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was computed by Nest and Tsygan [19],
bHk(M) ≡ Hkabs(M)⊕Hk−1(∂M).
This is a natural isomorphism at the level of cohomology where the map onto the
second factor is the evaluation of the coefficient of dx/x. Cohomologies of this type
had been computed in unpublished work of the first author and Rafe Mazzeo; these
(easy) computations show that the homology spaces of the c-de Rham complex
determined by any cusp structure on M are also isomorphic to the b-cohomology
spaces.
Consider a real vector bundle, V, over a compact manifold, X, possibly with
boundary or corners. Removal of the zero section gives a non-compact manifold, V \
0V which has a natural R
+-action on it. We shall denote by S∗V the quotient sphere
bundle and consider S∗V × Sσ ≡ (V \ 0V )
/
Z the quotient by the discrete group Z
acting through multiplication by ek, k ∈ Z, on the fibres. Here the identification is
fixed by the choice of a positive function r ∈ C∞(V \ 0V ) which is homogeneous of
degree 1.
If X has no boundary then the cohomology of the complex of formal sums of
homogeneous forms on V \ 0V of integral degree bounded above,
0 −→ G(V ) d−→ G(V ; Λ1) d−→ G(V ; Λ2) −→ · · ·
where G(V ; Λk) =
∗⊕
j=−∞
Gj(V ; Λk) and
Gj(V ; Λk) = {uj ∈ C∞(V \ 0V ; Λk) homogeneous of degree j}
(34)
is easily seen to be concentrated in homogeneity degree 0. That is, if αi is a basis
of de Rham cohomology on S∗X and r is a positive function as above then the
cohomology of (34) is spanned by the forms αi and αi ∧ drr . These forms map to a
basis of the cohomology of S∗V × Sσ. That is, we have proved the following
Lemma 3. The cohomology of the de Rham complex (34) is naturally identified,
as a graded space, with H∗(S∗V × Sσ).
In case X is a manifold with boundary consider the Laurent forms on this vector
bundle, that is the formal sums of smooth forms on the interior of V \0V which are
homogeneous, with degree bounded above, and have at most rational singularities
at the boundary:
0 −→ x−ZG(V ) d−→ x−ZG(V ; Λ1) d−→ x−ZG(V ; Λ2) −→ · · ·
x−ZG(V ; Λk) =
⋃
k∈Z
x−k
∗⊕
j=−∞
{
uj ∈ C∞(V \ 0V ; Λk) homogeneous of degree j
}
.
Again the cohomology is seen to be concentrated in homogeneity zero so, by a
simple computation, the cohomology of the de Rham complex for these spaces is
naturally identified with
bHk(S∗V × Sσ)(35)
where S∗V is the sphere bundle of V, and Sσ is the circle arising from a homogeneous
function on the fibres.
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2. Spectral sequence
In this we compute the Hochschild homology groups for some of the algebras de-
scribed in the Introduction, namely those which can be readily deduced by spectral
sequence arguments similar to those of Brylinski and Getzler in [4].
Recall that if A is a topological algebra the Hochschild homology groups HH∗(A)
are the homology groups of the complex (Hn(A), b) where Hn(A) is the completion
of A⊗n+1 and b is the (complete) Hochschild differential
b′(a0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ . . .⊗ an) =
n−1∑
i=0
(−1)ia0 ⊗ . . .⊗ aiai+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ an
b(a0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ . . .⊗ an) = b′(a0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ . . .⊗ an) + (−1)nana0 ⊗ . . .⊗ an−1.
(36)
The first algebra we consider for a compact manifold with boundary is an ana-
logue of the symbol algebra in the boundaryless case.
Proposition 2. Set Aσ = x−ZΨZc (X)/x−ZΨ−∞c (X), the algebra of ‘complete sym-
bols with arbitrary polynomial blow up at the boundary’. Then
HH∗(Aσ) ≃ bH2n−∗(cS∗X × Sσ).
Here we have used the notation of (35) for the ‘homogeneous’ cohomology of a
vector bundle over a manifold with boundary. Thus, if cS∗X is the (projective)
sphere bundle of the cusp cotangent bundle, which is diffeomorphic to the usual
one and has boundary cS∗∂XX, then
HH∗(Aσ) ≃ bH2n−∗(cS∗X)⊕ bH2n−1−∗(cS∗X) ≃(
H2n−∗abs (
cS∗X)⊕H2n−1−∗(cS∗∂XX)
)⊕ (H2n−1−∗abs (cS∗X)⊕H2n−2−∗(cS∗∂XX)).
Proof. This proceeds to a large extent as in the boundaryless case [4]. Consider
the complex (Hn(Aσ), b) which computes the continuous Hochschild homology of
Aσ. The spaces Hn(Aσ) are obtained from Aσ⊗n+1 by topological completion. As
discussed in Appendix A, a choice of quantization map gives an isomorphism
Aσ = ind lim
k,m→∞
x−m k∏
j=−∞
Gj(cT ∗X)
(37)
where Gj(V ) is given by (34). Topological completion therefore gives the chain
spaces a similar structure
Hn−1(Aσ) = ind lim
k,|α|→∞
x−α k∏
j=−∞
Gjn(cT ∗X)
(38)
where xl is the boundary defining function in the lth factor, α = (α1, . . . , αn), |α| =
α1+ · · ·+αn, is a multiindex, xα = xα11 xα22 . . . xαnn , and Gjn(V ) ⊂ C∞((V \ 0V )n) is
the subspace consisting of the functions which are finite sums of terms homogeneous
in each factor with total degree j. The filtration of these spaces, given by ‘the total
order’ is independent of the quantization used, so the corresponding graded spaces
are naturally defined and can be identified with the terms in (38).
The product onAσ is filtered with respect to the filtration by the order, k, in (37).
It therefore gives rise to a spectral sequence as in [4]. The E1 term of this spectral
sequence computes the Hochschild homology of the graded-commutative algebra
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x−ZG(Aσ) formed by the x−kGj(cT ∗X). Corollary 2 shows that the Hochschild-
Kostant-Rosenberg map induces an isomorphism on Hochschild homology
HHi(G(Aσ)) = x−ZG(cT ∗X ; Λi),
where the image is the same formal sum of homogeneous i-forms (with homogeneity
bounded above) on V \ 0V , for V = cTX.
The differential d1, can be computed as in [4], Theorem 1 and Proposition 1. It is
therefore the extension by continuity of the Poisson differential on the interior; we
denote this extension still by δ. The naturality of the cusp exterior algebra, bearing
as it does the same relationship to cusp vector fields as the usual exterior algebra
does to all vector fields, shows that δ is the Poisson differential with respect to the
(degenerate) Poisson structure defined by the singular symplectic form on cT ∗X.
In canonical local coordinates near the boundary this form is just
ωc =
dx
x2
∧ dλ+
n−1∑
j=1
dyj ∧ dηj .
Since it is homogeneous and the singularity at the boundary is of finite order,
symplectic duality as discussed by Brylinski ([3]) gives isomorphisms
∗ω : x−ZGj(cT ∗X ; Λk) −→ x−ZGj+n−k(cT ∗X ; Λ2n−k),
∗(fdxIdξJ ) = ±x2fdxJ∁dξI∁ ,
transforming δ to the de Rham differential. Here I∁ denotes the complement of the
index set I. These identifications provide an isomorphism of complexes
(E1p,q, δ) ≃
(
x−ZGn−q(cT ∗X ; Λ2n−p−q), d) .
Thus the E2 term of the spectral sequence vanishes, except for q = n, the
dimension of the manifold X. From Lemma 3, as modified in the case of a manifold
with boundary to (35)
E2p−n,n =
bH2n−p(cS∗X × Sσ)
= bH2n−p(cS∗X)⊕ bH2n−p−1(cS∗X)d log r
= H2n−p(cS∗X × Sσ)⊕H2n−p−1(cS∗∂XX × Sσ)x−1dx
As in the boundaryless case it follows that all further differentials are zero, so the
spectral sequence degenerates at E2.
The convergence of the spectral sequence to the Hochschild homology also follows
directly, as in the boundaryless case.
Next we consider the corresponding relative object which is an ideal in Aσ.
Proposition 3. The algebra of ‘complete symbols vanishing rapidly at the bound-
ary’, Iσ = x∞ΨZc (X)/x∞Ψ−∞c (X), is H-unital and
HH∗(Iσ) ≃ H2n−∗rel (cS∗X × Sσ) ≃ H2n−∗rel (cS∗X)⊕H2n−1−∗rel (cS∗X).
Here the ‘relative cohomology’ groups, H∗rel(
cS∗X) are the de Rham cohomology
groups computed relative to the boundary.
Proof. The computation of the Hochschild homology proceeds very much as in the
previous proposition. One can also deduce it by retracting the algebra to have
compact support in the interior and then directly applying the results of [4].
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The H-unitality of Iσ, i.e. the fact that the corresponding b′ complex is acyclic,
follows much as in Lemma 1. Indeed, the quantization can be chosen so that Id
has full symbol expansion 1. The cut-off factor in (26) then behaves as the identity
with respect to the ⋆ product.
3. Boundary sequence
Consider the short exact sequence
0 −→ Iσ −→ Aσ −→ A∂,σ −→ 0(39)
where A∂,σ is therefore the algebra of ‘Laurent series in x of complete symbols at
the boundary’.
Proposition 4. For the algebra A∂,σ = x−ZΨZc (X)/
(
x∞ΨZc (X) + x
−ZΨ−∞c (X)
)
HH∗(A∂,σ) ≃ H2n−∗(cS∗∂XX × Sσ × S∂).(40)
Proof. Again the same approach can be used as in the proof of Proposition 2. This
symbol algebra consists of formal power series in the boundary variable x as well
as the homogeneous variable in the fibres of cT ∗X. This results in the two circles
in (40), with the de Rham cohomology being generated by 1, d log x, d log r and
d log x ∧ d log r over H∗(cS∗∂XX).
Proposition 5. The long exact sequence in Hochschild homology arising from (39)
is the long exact sequence for b- de Rham cohomology, of the manifold YX =
cS∗X×
Sσ × S∂ , with respect to its boundary; i.e. it is the usual cohomology long exact
sequence together with the identity on H∗(∂YX) :
// HHk(Aσ) // HHk(A∂,σ) // HHk−1(Iσ) //
//
H2n−k(YX)
⊕
H2n−k−1(∂YX)
i∗
Id
//
H2n−k(∂YX)
⊕
H2n−k−1(∂YX)
ı∂
0
// H2n−k+1rel (YX)
//
We have denoted by i∗ = i∗∂YX the restriction to the boundary. Also note that
the boundary map has an extra factor of ı =
√−1.
Proof. Since Iσ is H-unital as a topological algebra it follows from the result of
Wodzicki, [28], that (39) induces a long exact sequence in Hochschild homology
· · · −→ HHp(Aσ) −→ HHp(A∂,σ) ∂−→ HHp−1(Iσ) −→ HHp−1(Aσ) −→ · · · .
Except for the connecting morphism ∂, the maps here come from algebra mor-
phisms. Since these morphisms preserve the order, they give morphisms of the
corresponding spectral sequences. This identifies the composition
H2n−prel (
cS∗X × Sσ) ≃ HHp(Iσ) −→
HHp(Aσ) ≃ H2n−p(cS∗X × Sσ)⊕H2n−1−p(cS∗∂XX × Sσ)x−1dx
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as ι∗ ⊕ 0, where ι∗ is the natural map from relative to absolute cohomology. Simi-
larly, the composition
H2n−p(cS∗X × Sσ)⊕H2n−1−p(cS∗∂XX × Sσ)x−1dx ≃ HHp(Aσ) −→
HHp(A∂,σ) ≃ H2n−p(cS∗∂XX × Sσ)⊕H2n−1−p(cS∗∂XX × Sσ)x−1dx
preserves the direct sum decomposition, is the identity on the second component
and the restriction to the boundary on the first component.
It remains to determine the connecting morphism ∂. The results of [28] iden-
tify this map in the following way. The inclusion of the complex H(Iσ) into the
complex L, the kernel of the projection H(Aσ) → H(A∂,σ), is shown to induce an
isomorphism of homology groups (in our case this can also be seen from the asso-
ciated spectral sequences). This shows that ∂ can be computed as the connecting
morphism of the homology exact sequence associated to the short exact sequence
0 −→ L −→ H(Aσ) −→ H(A∂,σ) −→ 0.(41)
To carry out this computation assume first thatX = Y ×[0, 1] where Y is a manifold
without boundary. Put Zi =
cS∗Y×{i}X, i = 0, 1. This gives, by restriction, an
isomorphism A∂,σ ≃ A∂,σ(0) ⊕A∂,σ(1). The group HHp(A∂,σ) decomposes then as
a direct sum of two naturally isomorphic groups
HHp(A∂,σ) ≃ H2n−p(cS∗∂XX×Sσ×S∂) ≃ H2n−p(Z0×Sσ×S∂)⊕H2n−p(Z1×Sσ×S∂)
and accordingly, so does the connecting morphism
∂ = ∂0 ⊕ ∂1 : HHp(A∂,σ)→ HHp−1(Iσ) ≃ H2n−p+1rel (cS∗X × Sσ).
For reasons of symmetry it follows that ∂1 = −∂0, so it is enough to compute
∂0. Consider the subalgebra (A∂,σ)inv consisting of those operators that commute
with x2(1 − x)2∂x. The algebra A∂,σ is generated as a topological algebra by the
subalgebra (A∂,σ)inv and x−Z(1−x)−ZC∞([0, 1]). The algebra A∂,σ(0) is isomorphic
to x−Z(A∂,σ)inv. This defines a splitting s0 : A∂,σ(0) → Aσ. We remark that the
existence of this splitting is a feature of the product and does not hold for arbitrary
X.
Choose a smooth function ϕ on [0, 1], which vanishes in a neighborhood of 1,
and is 1 in a neighborhood of 0. and define
s : H(A∂,σ(0))→ H(A∂,σ)
s(f0 ⊗ f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn) = s0(f0)ϕ⊗ s0(f1)⊗ . . .⊗ s0(fn) and
σ : H(A∂,σ(0))→ L
σ(f0 ⊗ f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn) = s0(f0)[ϕ, s0(f1)]⊗ s0(f2)⊗ . . .⊗ s0(fn)
where L is as in (41) above.
The relation σ = [b, s], where b is the Hochschild boundary, follows from the fact
that s0 is an algebra morphism and the definitions. An immediate consequence
is that σ is a chain map with [σ, b] = 0 in terms of graded commutators. By
definition, the natural morphism σ∗, induced by σ, from the Hochschild homology
groups of A∂,σ(0) to the homology of L, coincides with the connecting morphism ∂.
The explicit formula for σ shows that it preserves the filtrations of both complexes
(shifting orders by −1). Since both spectral sequences degenerate at E2, it is then
enough to compute the morphism E2p,q(σ) : E
2
p,q(A∂,σ(0))→ E2p−1,q(L).
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Let η with dη = 0, be a closed (2n− p)-form on Z0×Sσ×S∂ . The computations
in the proof of Proposition 2 shows that we can represent the class of η as
[η] ∈ H2n−p(Z0 × Sσ × S∂) ≃ E2p−n,n ≃ HHp(A∂,σ(0)),
by a cycle z ∈ Fp−nH(A∂,σ(0)), z ∈ (A∂,σ(0))⊗p+1.
Denote by z the image of z in the quotient Gp−n(A∂,σ(0)). We can assume that z
is antisymmetric in all variables, and maps, via the Hochschild-Rosenberg-Kostant
map χ, to the form ∗η, χ(z) = ∗η. Let Hϕ be the Hamiltonian vector field associated
to ϕ, Hϕ(f) = {ϕ, f}. Here, as usual, we have denoted the Poisson bracket by { , };
it is determined by the singular symplectic structure on cT ∗X. The antisymmetry
of z gives
χ(σ(z)) = ıiHϕ(χ(z)).
Taking into account the symplectic duality ∗ and the relation
iHf (∗η) = ∗(df ∧ η)
we obtain the desired description of σ∗
∂([η]) = σ∗([η]) = [dϕ ∧ η] = [d(ϕη)].
where the brackets mean ‘the cohomology class’ of that form. Since ϕη restricted
to Z0 is η it follows that [d(ϕη)] is exactly the image of [η] in the relative group,
via the connecting morphism in (de Rham) cohomology.
For arbitrary manifoldsX, choose an open tubular neighborhood V ≃ ∂X×[0, 1)
of ∂X in X. The operators in Aσ with support in V identify with a subalgebra of
Aσ(∂X × [0, 1]). The computation follows then from the naturality of the exact
sequences in de Rham and Hochschild homology, and from the naturality of the
isomorphisms in Propositions 2, 3 and 4.
4. Indicial quotient
Now consider the more interesting, indicial, quotient. That is, set
I∂ = x−ZΨ−Zc (X)/x∞Ψ−Zc (X).
This is the algebra of ‘indicial operators of order−∞ with Laurent series coefficients
in x’ as described in (14). That is, I∂ is filtered by the powers of x, x being given
a negative degree,
x−pΨ−Zc (X)/x
−p+1Ψ−Zc (X) ≡ x−pΨ−∞sus (∂X).
This isomorphism to the suspended algebra (which we also call the indicial alge-
bra) on the boundary is discussed in the appendix. This filtration has completion
properties similar to the the order filtration of the algebra of pseudodifferential
operators.
Proposition 6. The algebra I∂ of Laurent series in the indicial algebra is H-unital
and
HH∗(I∂) ≃ H1−∗(S∂).
Proof. We use the filtration by powers of x and the arguments similar to those in
the preceding propositions.
The indicial algebra of order −∞ is the topological completion
Ψ−∞sus (Y ) ≃ S(R)⊗ˆΨ−∞(Y ),
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where Ψ−∞(Y ) is the algebra of smoothing operators on Y, S(R) is the algebra of
Schwartz functions on the line with the convolution product, and ⊗ˆ is the projective
tensor product.
The algebra Ψ−∞(Y ) is a projective module over its ‘double’
Ψ−∞(Y )⊗ˆΨ−∞(Y )op
and hence is homologous to a matrix algebra, i.e. its homology is concentrated in
dimension 0, where it is C, given by the trace. This shows that the structure of the
graded algebra is
Ψ−∞(∂X)⊗ˆS(R)⊗ˆC[x, x−1].
where all tensor products are projective tensor products and all three algebras are
nuclear. Using the topological Ku¨nneth formula for Hochschild homology [12] we
see that the algebra of smoothing operators does not change the result and hence
the E1-term of the spectral sequence is
E1p,q ≃ HHp+q(S(R)⊗ˆC[x]) = x−pS(R; Λp+q−1).(42)
The commutation relation [x−1, x2∂x] = 1 makes R×S∂ into a symplectic manifold,
and the differential d1 coincides with the Poison differential as in the proof of
Proposition 2. The argument continues in the same way and show that the only
non vanishing E2-terms are E2p,1 ≃ H2−pcomp(R× S∂), for p = 0, 1.
Since the spectral sequence clearly degenerates at E2 and convergence follows
directly, we find
HH∗(I∂) ≃ H2−∗comp(R× S∂) ≃ H1−∗(S∂).
The spectral sequence associated to the same filtration and Lemma 1 shows that
the b′-homology vanishes. This proves H-unitality which can also be seen directly
as in Lemma 1.
For the fully residual algebra I = xZΨ−∞c (X) one concludes as in the bound-
aryless case that the Hochschild homology is just C in dimension 0.
5. Residue functionals
In this section traces on various of the algebras are identified. As in the bound-
aryless case, see [7, 25], we consider functionals which arise as the residue of the
analytic continuation of ‘zeta-type’ functions. Fix a boundary defining function
x ∈ C∞(X) and a positive, elliptic and invertible element Q ∈ Ψ1c(X). For example,
Q can be taken to be (∆ + 1)
1
2 where ∆ is the Laplacian of an exact cusp metric,
as discussed in Appendix B.
Lemma 4. Suppose A = A(z, τ) ∈ xpΨmc (X) is a holomorphic function on Ω ⊂
C
2, where the connected open set Ω contains a set of the form [R,∞) × [R,∞),
then the function Tr(A(z, τ)xzQ−τ ) is defined and holomorphic in the component
of {Re z > −p + 1} ∩ {Re τ > m + dimX} ∩ Ω meeting [R′,∞) × [R′,∞) for R′
large, and extends to a meromorphic function on Ω with at most simple poles on
the surfaces z = −p+ 1− j, j ∈ N0 and τ = m+ dimX − k, k ∈ N0.
Proof. The general fact underlying this result is described in Lemma 26 in Ap-
pendix B. The present result follows by applying this to the kernel of A(z, τ) as a
conormal density on X2c with respect to the lifted diagonal∆c. The function x lifted
from the left factor is not quite a defining function for the boundary hypersurface
(defined by blow up) which the lifted diagonal meets, but is a product ρρ′ where ρ
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is such a function and ρ′ is a product of boundary defining functions for boundary
hypersurfaces at which the kernel vanishes to infinite order. Thus the additional
factor of (ρ′)z can be absorbed into the kernel to give a conormal distribution which
is entire in z. Then Lemma 26 applies, with the poles in z shifted as a consequence
of the fact that the resulting density has an additional factor of x−2.
We are interested in the following generalized (and ‘double’) zeta function for
A ∈ xpΨmc (X)
Z(A; τ, z) = Zx,Q(A; τ, z) =
1
2
(
Tr(AxzQ−τ ) + Tr(AQ−τxz
)
).(43)
Lemma 4, applied twice, shows that τzZx,Q(A; τ, z) is holomorphic in a neighbor-
hood of 0 ∈ C2. We shall examine the three functionals defined by
τzZ(A; τ, z) = Tr∂,σ(A) + τT̂r∂(A) + zT̂rσ(A) + τ
2W + τzW ′ + z2W ′′(44)
where W, W ′ and W ′′ are holomorphic near 0.
It also follows that the function
Z˜(A; z) = Z˜x,Q(A; z) = Zx,Q(A; z, z) =
1
2
(
Tr(AxzQ−z) + Tr(AQ−zxz)
)
has at most a double pole at z = 0. The double residue of Z˜(A; z) at z = 0, (i.e.
the coefficient of z−2) is just Tr∂,σ(A). Clearly the residue of Z˜(A; z) at z = 0 is
T̂rσ(A) + T̂r∂(A).
Although we use the symmetrized functional in (43) the ‘left’ version
ZLx,Q = Tr(Ax
zQ−τ )
is only slightly different.
Lemma 5. For any A ∈ xpΨmc (X), Zx,Q(A; z, τ)−ZLx,Q(A; z, τ) is regular at τ = 0
and z = 0.
Proof. The difference is given by the analytic continuation of Tr(AC(z, τ)xzQτ )
where C(z, τ) = 12 (Id−Q−τxzQτx−z). Since C(z, τ) is entire of order 0 and vanishes
at τ = 0 and at z = 0 the result follows.
Lemma 6. The double residue Tr∂,σ(A), of Z˜(A; z) at z = 0, is a trace functional
on the algebra x−ZΨZc (X); it is independent of the choice of Q or x, vanishes on
Iσ + I∂ and therefore defines a trace functional on A∂,σ.
Proof. We can consider the double residue of the non-symmetrized function
Z˜Lx,Q(A; z) = Z
L
x,Q(A; z, z).(45)
If x′ is another defining function for the boundary then the analytic family A(z, τ) =
A − A(x′/x)z also vanishes at z = 0 so Lemma 4 now shows that the difference
takes the form
Z˜Lx,Q(A; z)− Z˜Lx′,Q(A; z) = Tr(AxzQ−z −A(x′)zQ−z) = zTr
(
B(z, τ)xzQ−z
)
where B(z, τ) is holomorphic near 0 and takes values in xpΨmc (X). Thus the differ-
ence has at most a simple pole at z = 0 and it follows that the functional Tr∂,σ(A)
does not depend on the choice of the boundary defining function. A similar argu-
ment shows independence of the choice of Q.
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To prove that Tr∂,σ is a trace, consider A and B in the ‘full’ algebra x
−ZΨZc (X).
Expanding the commutator [Q−τA,Bxz ] and using the trace property of Tr we
deduce the following relation for large real values of z and τ
ZLx,Q([A,B]; z, τ) = Tr([A,B]x
zQ−τ )
= −Tr([Q−τ , B]Axz +BQ−τ [A, xz ] +B[Q−τ , xz ]A)
= −Tr((Qτ [Q−τ , B]A+QτBQ−τ [Ax−z, xz ] +B[Q−τ , xz]AQτx−z)xzQ−τ).
(46)
Since each of the familiesQτ [Q−τ , B]A, QτBQ−τ [Ax−z , xz ] andB[Q−τ , xz ]AQτx−z
is holomorphic as a family of classical pseudodifferential operators of fixed order,
Lemma 4 shows that (46) is valid in the domain of holomorphy. Due to the com-
mutators, each of these families vanishes at z = τ = 0 so Tr∂,σ([A,B]) = 0.
Before deriving an explicit formula for Tr∂,σ(A) consider the functional T̂rσ. Re-
call (see Appendix A) that if 2X is a compact manifold without boundary obtained
by doubling X across its boundary then
x∞ΨZc (X) ⊂ ΨZ(2X)(47)
is an ideal, consisting precisely of those elements which have Schwartz kernels sup-
ported in X ×X. The smaller ideal, with kernels supported in the interior, i.e. in
X◦ ×X◦, is dense. The residue trace of Wodzicki for 2X is defined on the latter
space; we shall denote it TrR . We shall denote by Trσ the restriction of T̂rσ to Iσ.
Lemma 7. The restriction, Trσ, of T̂rσ to Iσ, is a trace functional which is the
extension by continuity of Wodzicki’s residue trace, TrR, for the double of X.
Proof. If A ∈ Iσ then Axz is entire with values in Iσ, as a family of fixed order.
It follows that Zx,Q(A; τ, z) is entire in z. Thus we only need consider the simpler
function
ZQ(A; τ) = Tr(AQ
−τ ), A ∈ Iσ.(48)
¿From a simplified version of Lemma 4 this is meromorphic in τ with the pole
at τ = 0 necessarily simple. The residue of this function at 0 is therefore just
T̂rσ(A) = Trσ(A), by definition from (44). That is,
τZQ(A; τ) = Trσ(A) + τU(τ), for A ∈ Iσ(49)
with U(τ) holomorphic near 0.
Suppose that A ∈ ΨZ(2X) is in the smaller ideal, i.e. has Schwartz kernel
supported in X◦ × X◦. Then (49) is precisely the definition of the residue trace,
except that Q should be positive and elliptic in Ψ1(2X). However, the ellipticity
of Q in the cusp calculus implies that for any given B with kernel supported in
X◦ × X◦ there exists Q′ ∈ Ψ1(2X) which is positive and elliptic and such that
Q′B − QB ∈ Ψ−∞(2X). Since such a smoothing term does not contribute to the
residue trace, it follows that
Trσ(A) = TrR(A), A ∈ ΨZ(2X), supp(A) ⊂ X◦ ×X◦.(50)
Since TrR is itself a trace functional, the continuity of Trσ in the topology of Iσ
completes the proof. Alternatively the trace property can be seen directly by a
simple computation similar to that in (46). The independence of choice of Q follows
as before.
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This identification of Trσ(A) and TrR(A) allows us to derive an explicit formula
for the former from the formula for the latter in [7] or [25], see also [4]. Namely, any
element A ∈ ΨZ(2X) can be identified with its Schwartz kernel, a conormal right
density with respect to the diagonal in (2X)2. The collar neighborhood theorem
allows a neighborhood of the diagonal to be identified with a neighborhood of the
zero section of TX. By dropping a smooth term the kernel can be assumed to have
support in this neighborhood. Fourier transformation on the fibres converts it to a
smooth density on T ∗X. The polyhomogeneity of the original operator is just the
statement that this density has a complete asymptotic expansion( m∑
j=−∞
aj
)
ωn, aj homogeneous of degree j,
(with the nth power of the symplectic form used to remove the density factor).
Even though the terms in this expansion depend on the choice of normal fibration
of (2X)2 around the diagonal, the residue trace is always given by
TrR(A) = (2π)
−n
∫
S∗(2X)
a−nν
where ν is the (2n − 1)-form obtained by contraction of the nth power of the
symplectic form on T ∗(2X) with the radial vector field, ζ · ∂ζ from the R+ action
on the fibres.
¿From Lemma 7 and the continuity of Trσ we deduce a similar formula for Trσ(A)
when A ∈ Iσ. This formula can be rewritten in terms of the choice of a full symbol
map as described in the Appendix, and already used in the proof of Lemma 4.
Proposition 7. If A ∈ Iσ and
∑m
j=−∞ aj is the full symbol expansion of A arising
from a choice of normal fibration to the lifted diagonal then
Trσ(A) = (2π)
−n
∫
cS∗X
a−n
cν(51)
where cν is the (singular) volume form on cS∗X defined by contraction of the nth
power of the symplectic form with the radial vector field on the fibres of cT ∗X.
Notice that cν is of the form x−2ν′ where ν′ is a positive smooth volume form on
cS∗X. Thus we can see directly that Trσ extends by continuity from Iσ to xpΨZc (X),
provided p > 1. In particular we can consider the function
Trσ(x
zA), A ∈ x−ZΨZc (X)(52)
and observe that it is holomorphic for Re z large with a meromorphic continuation
to z ∈ C.
Now, consider a general element A ∈ x−ZΨZc (X), so A ∈ xpΨmc (X) for some p
and m ∈ Z. As already noted this has a Laurent series expansion at the boundary,
with respect to any normal fibration and boundary defining function x
A ∼
−p∑
j=−∞
x−jAj , Aj ∈ Ψmsus(∂X).(53)
In terms of this expansion we can obtain a formula for Tr∂,σ(A). Observe that
the elements of Ψmsus(∂X) are pseudodifferential operators on R × ∂X, which are
translation invariant in the first variable. A normal fibration of (∂X)2 around the
diagonal therefore leads to a complete symbol expansion for each Aj of the form
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ak,j |ωn−1∂ dtdξ| where ω∂ is the symplectic form on T ∗∂X and ξ is the variable
in the dual line (dual to t).
Lemma 8. The functional Tr∂,σ(A) for A ∈ x−ZΨZc (X) is given explicitly by
Tr∂,σ(A) = (2π)
−n
∫
cS∗
∂X
X
a−n,−1
cν∂(54)
where ak,l is the term homogeneous of degree k in the asymptotic expansion of the
symbol of Al with respect to a normal fibration of X
2 around the diagonal and cν∂
is the measure obtained by contracting the form ωn−1∂ dξ with the radial vector field
on cT ∗∂X = T
∗∂X × Rξ.
Proof. Comparing the various functionals that we have so far defined it follows
directly that Tr∂,σ(A) is the residue at z = 0 of the meromorphic function in (52).
Thus (54) follows directly from (51).
Similarly we can deduce an explicit formula for T̂rσ. Namely it is just the
Hadamard regularization of the usual formula for Wodzicki’s residue trace,
T̂rσ(A) = lim
ǫ↓0
(
(2π)−n
∫
cS∗X∩{x>ǫ}
a−n
cν + (log ǫ)Tr∂,σ(A) +
∑
l>0
γlǫ
−l
)
,(55)
where the coefficients are chosen so that the limit exists.
Lemma 9. The functional T̂rσ vanishes on I∂ and so defines a continuous func-
tional on Aσ, it is independent of the choice of Q. If x′ = ax, with 0 < a ∈ C∞(X),
are two boundary defining functions the difference of the two functionals is given
by
T̂rσ(A;x
′)− T̂rσ(A;x) = Tr∂,σ(A log a), A ∈ x−ZΨZc (X).(56)
Proof. Independence of the choice of Q follows from the fact that TrR does not
depend on Q. The relation (56) between the functionals obtained by regularization
with respect to different boundary defining functions follows from the fact that it
is given by the regular value at z = 0 of
Trσ(x
z(az − 1)A) = Trσ(zxzB(z))
where B(z) = z−1(Az − 1)A is entire. Since the residue of Trσ(xzB(z)) at z = 0 is
Tr∂,σ(B(0)) the result follows.
Next we reverse the roles of x and Q and proceed to consider the functional T̂r∂ ,
defined on x−ZΨZc (X) by (44). Since Z(A; τ, z) is entire if A ∈ I, the functional T̂r∂
is well-defined on A∂ , we shall write its restriction to I∂ as Tr∂ . If A ∈ Ψ−∞c (X)
then Z(A; τ, z) is entire in τ, as a meromorphic function of z. It follows then that
Tr∂(A) is the residue at z = 0 of Tr(Ax
z). Recall from [16] that on the indicial alge-
bra Ψ−∞sus (∂X) ≃ S(R)⊗̂Ψ−∞(∂X) there is a trace functional given by integration
of the trace of the indicial family
Tr(B) = (2π)−1
∫
R
Tr B̂(ξ)dξ.(57)
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Lemma 10. The functional Tr∂ is a trace functional on I∂ , defined independently
of choice of x or Q, and is fixed in terms of the trace (57) on the indicial algebra
through
Tr∂(A) = Tr(A−1), A ∈ I∂ , A ∼
−p∑
j=−∞
x−jAj , Aj ∈ Ψ−∞sus (∂X).
Proof. This follows directly from the formula for the trace as the integral of the
Schwartz kernel over the diagonal. Lifting to X2c this becomes
Tr(Axz) =
∫
∆c
xzA∆c =
∫
X
xzBν
where ν = x−2ν′, with ν′ a smooth positive density on X and B ∈ x−ZC∞(X)
represents the kernel restricted to the diagonal. The residue at z = 0 therefore
arises from the term B−1 in the expansion
Tr∂(A) =
∫
∂X
B−1ν∂ , ν
′ = dxν∂ at ∂X, B ≃
−p∑
k=−∞
x−kBk,
Since B−1ν∂ is the restriction of the kernel of A−1 to {0}×∆∂X it follows that the
trace is given by (57) with B = A−1. Clearly this is independent of the choice of
Q, and independence of the choice of x follows as above.
As shown in [16] the functional Tr extends from Ψ−∞sus (∂X) to Ψ
Z
sus(∂X) still as
a trace functional. This extension is given by regularization of (57). Namely, if
B ∈ Ψmsus(∂X) then
hp(ξ) = Tr
(
(
∂
∂ξ
)pB̂(ξ)
)
, p ≥ m+ dimX(58)
is defined and the asymptotic expansion of the (p+ 1)-fold integral∫ T
−T
∫ ξp
0
· · ·
∫ ξ1
0
hp(ξ)dξdξ1 · · · dξp ∼
∑
j<m+dimX
cjT
j + P (T ) logT(59)
fixes the coefficient Tr(B) = c0/2π independent of p. Here P is a polynomial and
the independence of p follows from the fact that increasing p changes the inner
p-fold integral in (59) by a polynomial and hence changes the full integral by a
polynomial without constant term, leaving c0 unchanged.
Let Q0 = (D
2
t +∆∂X +1)
1
2 be a positive and elliptic element of Ψ1sus(∂X), given
by the Laplacian of a metric on ∂X. Then consider the function
Tr(BQ−τ0 ).(60)
This is holomorphic for Re τ large and has a meromorphic continuation to the
complex plane. Indeed, if B ∈ Ψmsus(∂X) then the poles can occur only at τ =
− dimX + N0.
Proposition 8. For B ∈ Ψmsus(∂X), m ∈ Z, the residue at z = 0 of the function
in (60) is the functional T˜r(B) = Tr([t, B]) introduced in [16] and the regularized
value is Tr(B), i.e.
τ Tr(BQ−τ0 ) = T˜r(B) + τ Tr(B) + τ
2U ′(τ)
with U ′(τ) holomorphic near τ = 0.
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Proof. For p large, let hp(ξ; τ) be the function given by (58) with B replaced by
BQ−τ0 . This is entire in τ and for τ near zero the asymptotic expansion as |ξ| → ∞
is also uniform with
hp(ξ; τ) ∼
∑
d±k (τ)|ξ|m−p+n−1−τ−k, ξ → ±∞,
the coefficients being holomorphic, as is any finite order remainder. Inserting this
into (59) shows that c0(τ) has only a simple pole at τ = 0 with residue coming
from d±k for k = m+ n and moreover the regular value at τ = 0 is just Tr(B). The
identification of the residue with T˜r(B) follows from the results of [16].
One direct consequence of this formula is the identification of the residue trace
Tr∂,σ in terms of the functional T˜r on the indicial algebra.
Corollary 1. If A ∈ x−ZΨZc (X) then the residue of Tr∂(AQ−τ ) at τ = 0 is
Tr∂,σ(A) = T˜r(A−1).(61)
Corollary 2. If the regularizer Q is asymptotically translation invariant with re-
spect to a given fibration of X near ∂X, so that the expansion (53) for Q be-
comes Q ∼ Q0, then in terms of the corresponding expansion for a general element
A ∈ x−ZΨZc (X),
T̂r∂(A) = Tr(A−1).
Indeed, AQ ∼∑j x−jAjQ0, so this follows from Proposition 8.
Note that T̂r∂ is independent of the choice of x but depends on the choice of
Q. Using this corollary it is straightforward to deduce the formula for a general
regularizer Q. If Q′ and Q are both positive and elliptic then the formal difference
of logarithms
log(Q′/Q) =
d
dτ
(
(Q′)τQ−τ
) ∣∣
τ=0
is a well-defined element of Ψ0c(X) which satisfies the cocycle condition
log(Q′′/Q′) + log(Q′/Q) = log(Q′′/Q).(62)
Lemma 11. If T̂r∂(A;Q) denotes the value of the functional T̂r∂ on an element
A ∈ x−ZΨZc (X) given by a regularizer Q then
T̂r∂(A;Q
′)− T̂r∂(A;Q) = −Tr∂,σ (A log(Q′/Q)) .
Proof. In view of the cocycle condition it suffices to compute the difference when
Q satisfies the assumption of Corollary 2. Since T̂r∂(A;Q
′) is the regular value at
τ = 0 of the analytic continuation of Tr∂(A(Q
′)−τ ) the difference is the value at
τ = 0 of τ Tr∂(AB(τ)Q
−τ ) where
B(τ) = τ−1
(
(Q′)−τQτ − Id)
is regular at τ = 0. Thus B(0) = − log(Q′/Q) and the difference is Tr∂,σ(AB(0)).
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6. Exterior derivations
If D is a derivation on an algebra A then the map
iD(a0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ap) = a0D(a1)⊗ a2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ap
extends to a map on the Hochschild chain spaces, iD : Hp(A) −→ Hp−1(A), which
anticommutes with the Hochschild differential, biD + iDb = 0. It therefore induces
a morphism on Hochschild homology, which we shall also denote as
iD : HHp(A) −→ HHp−1(A).
If D is an inner derivation, given by commutation with an element of A, then this
map is trivial.
For the algebras considered here there are two natural exterior derivations. These
are both given formally by commutation with the logarithm of an operator
DlogQ : A ∋ A 7−→ [logQ,A] = d
dτ
(
QτAQ−τ −A) ∣∣
τ=0
and(63)
Dlog x : A ∋ A 7−→ [log x,A] = d
dz
(
xzAx−z −A) ∣∣
z=0
.(64)
Here Q is a positive element as considered in Section 5 and x is a boundary defining
function. Since these exterior derivations are well defined modulo interior deriva-
tions, the resulting maps on homology do not depend on the choice of Q or x.
7. Explicit cocycles
To obtain explicit representations for Hochschild cocycles we begin with the
simple but important case of traces.
Lemma 12. The functional Tr∂,σ spans the groups HH
0(Aσ) and HH0(A∂,σ), Trσ
spans HH0(Iσ) and Tr∂ spans HH0(I∂); .
Proof. The homology groups in dimension 0 are known to be singly generated
from the computations in Section 2 and the results of Section 5. Since the traces
Tr∂,σ,Trσ and Tr∂ are all non zero, the result follows.
The arguments in Section 2 can also be used to compute the Hochschild coho-
mology groups of the various algebras, as the homology groups of the corresponding
spaces. Using the canonical orientations coming from the symplectic structure and
the counterclockwise orientation of the circles, we shall replace homology by coho-
mology using Lefschetz and Poincare´ duality. Recalling that we always use complex
coefficients, we therefore obtain isomorphisms
Φ1 : H
∗(cS∗∂XX × Sσ)⊕H∗rel(cS∗M × Sσ) ≃ HH∗(Aσ)(65)
Φ2 : H
∗(cS∗X × Sσ) ≃ HH∗(Iσ)(66)
Φ3 : H
∗(cS∗∂XX × Sσ × S∂) ≃ HH∗(A∂,σ) and(67)
Φ4 : H
∗(R× S∂) ≃ H∗(S∂) ≃ HH∗(I∂).(68)
Denote by dθr the class of ır
−1dr in H∗(Sσ) and by dθx the class of ıx
−1dx in
H∗(S∂).
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Proposition 9. Under the isomorphism Φi, the action of the morphism ilogQ is
transformed to exterior product with dθr for i = 1, 2, 3 and the action of the mor-
phism ilog x is transformed to exterior product with dθx for i = 3, 4 :
Φi(dθrξ) = ilogQΦi(ξ), and Φ(dθxξ) = ilog xΦ(ξ).
Proof. The isomorphisms Φi are all defined through variants of the Hochschild-
Kostant-Rosenberg map on the symbol algebra. Consider for example i = 1. Denote
by A the operator of antisymmetrization in the variables f1, . . . , fp
A(f0 ⊗ f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fp) = (p!)−1
∑
σ
ǫ(σ)f0 ⊗ fσ(1) ⊗ . . .⊗ fσ(p)
where ǫ(σ) is the sign of an element σ in the symmetric group. Explicitly, if [η] is
any p-cohomology class then the relation
Φ([η])
(
A(f0 ⊗ f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fp)
)
=
∫
S∗M×Sσ
∗(χ0(f0 ⊗ f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fp))η(69)
for f0 ⊗ f1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ fp ∈ Fn−p(Aσ)⊗(p+1) completely determines Φ([η]). We can
assume that the principal symbol of Q is r. The relation between the contraction
ilogQ on the Hochschild complex and the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg map χ0,
is expressed by
χ0 ◦ ilogQ ◦A(f0 ⊗ f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fp) = ıiHlog rχ0(f0 ⊗ f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fp)
where the on the right hand side iHlog r is the contraction with the Hamiltonian
vector field of log r. The equation (69) proves the result in this case. The other
relations follows in the same way.
It follows that HH1(I∂) ≃ C is generated by β = ilog xTr∂ . If B ∼
∑m
−∞ x
−jBj
and C ∼∑m−∞ x−jCj then
β(B,C) =
∑
j,k
∫ ∞
−∞
∫
∂X2
(−1)kk−1B−j(t, y, y′)Cj−k(t, y′, y)tkdt.(70)
We shall now briefly describe the construction of explicit Hochschild cocycles
corresponding to other forms. For any element of (x−ZΨ0c(X))
⊗(p+1), of the form
b = f0 ⊗ f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fp consider the multilinear map τb = Trσ ◦ib
τb(g0, . . . , gn) = Trσ(f0g0[f1, g1][f2, g2] . . . [fp, gp]).
This operation extends to any element b ∈ Hp(x−ZΨ0c(X)). Let η be a closed form
representing a class [η] ∈ Hp(cS∗X). We can choose the element b so that χ0(b) =
η, where χ0 is the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg map applied to the principal
symbols, and such that τb is a Hochschild cocycle. It follows then from the spectral
sequence computation in the proof of Proposition 2 that τb represents the class of
η, τb = Φ2([η]). (One can recognize here the action of the Gerstenhaber algebra
HH∗(A,A) on the trace Trσ .)
The description of the cocycles forAσ corresponding to classes [η] ∈ H∗rel(cS∗M×
Sσ) is also obtained as multilinear forms τb or τb ◦ ilogQ, defined using the residue
trace and tensors b with components vanishing to infinite order at the boundary.
In order to obtain explicit formulae for classes in H∗(cS∗∂XX × Sσ) ⊂ HH∗(Aσ), it
is enough to do so for A∂,σ, in view of the previous proposition.
Similar results hold for A∂,σ. A cocycle ϕ represents the class of the form η,
then ϕ◦ ilog x represents the class of dθxη, and ϕ◦ ilogQ represents the class of dθrη.
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Also the classes not containing any of dθx or dθr can be obtained as multilinear
functionals of the form τb, constructed using invariant operators and the boundary
residue Tr∂,σ .
8. The homology of A∂ and A
In this section we shall complete the computation of the Hochschild homology
groups announced in the introduction. The main tool will be to compute the
boundary morphisms in the exact sequence in Hochschild homology for an H-unital
algebra. These results will be used in the proof of the index formula in the sections
10, 12. Using also results from [20] we shall give a cohomological interpretation of
the index formula.
Next we wish to consider the ‘Laurent series in finite order indicial operators’
i.e.
A∂ = x−ZΨZc (X)/xZΨZc (X).
Clearly I∂ ⊂ A∂ is an ideal so consider the short exact sequence
0 −→ I∂ −→ A∂ −→ A∂,σ −→ 0.
Since the structure of this algebra is somewhat more involved we do not attempt
to compute its Hochschild homology directly. The H-unitality of I∂ means that
this gives rise to a long exact sequence in Hochschild homology which, following
Proposition 6, breaks up into
0← HH0(A∂,σ)←− HH0(A∂)←− HH0(I∂) ∂←− HH1(A∂,σ)←−
HH1(A∂)←− HH1(I∂) ∂←− HH2(A∂,σ)←− HH2(A∂)←− 0,
(71)
HHk(A∂,σ) ≃ HHk(A∂), k ≥ 3.(72)
We shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 13. The following commutation relations hold
T̂r∂([A,B]) = Tr∂,σ(A[logQ,B]) = (ilogQ Tr∂,σ)(A,B),
T̂rσ([A,B]) = −Tr∂,σ(A[log x,B]) = −(ilog r Tr∂,σ)(A,B).
Proof. By definition, T̂r∂(C) is the regular value at τ = 0 of the analytic continu-
ation of Tr∂(CQ
−τ ). Now for C = [A,B], using the fact that Tr∂ is a trace,
Tr∂([A,B]Q
−τ ) = Tr∂(A[B,Q
−τ ]) = τ Tr∂(AM(τ)Q
−τ )
whereM(τ) = τ−1(B−Q−τBQτ ) is entire. SinceM(0) = [logQ,B] it follows from
Corollary 2 that
T̂r∂([A,B]) = Tr∂,σ(A[logQ,B]) = (ilogQTr∂,σ)(A,B)(73)
since ilogQ(A⊗B) = A[logQ,B], by definition.
The second relation is proved in a similar manner.
Consider the dual exact sequence to (71). The boundary map
∂ : HHi(I∂) −→ HHi+1(A∂,σ)(74)
is defined explicitly, for i = 0, as follows. First the functional Tr∂ on I∂ should
be extended continuously to A∂ . This is already done in Section 5, with the result
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denoted T̂r∂ . Then the image [f ] = ∂[Tr∂ ] is given by evaluation on the boundary,
i.e. the commutator
f(A,B) = (bT̂r∂)(A,B) = T̂r∂([A,B]), A,B ∈ x−ZΨZc (X).
Here the functional is defined on A∂ since T̂r∂([A,B]) = 0 if either element is in I∂
(otherwise the H-unitality would need to be used explicitly). By the above lemma
f = ilogQTr∂,σ .
In particular this shows that Φ−13 (∂[Tr∂ ]) is a nonzero multiple of dθr. Extending
the argument a little gives
Proposition 10. The boundary maps in (71) are both injective; their duals, (74),
are given by
∂[Tr∂ ] = [ilogQ Tr∂,σ]
∂[ilogx Tr∂ ] = −[ilogxilogQTr∂,σ].
Proof. The preceding computation, on the dual complex, shows this for i = 0. Now,
apply the morphism ilog x to Tr∂ . By Proposition 9 we know that the image spans
HH1(I∂).
In order to compute ∂[ilog xTr∂ ] we proceed as above. The functional g =
ilogxT̂r∂ is an extension of g = ilog x Tr∂ , hence
∂[ilogx Tr∂ ] = [bilogxT̂r∂ ] = −[ilog xbT̂r∂ ] = −[ilogxilogQT̂r∂ ].
It follows that the second boundary map is also injective.
We can now complete the description of the homology of A∂ .
Proposition 11. The Hochschild homology groups of A∂ are
HHi(A∂) ≃
{
ker ∂ : HHi(A∂,σ)→ HHi−1(I∂) for i = 1, 2,
HHi(A∂,σ) otherwise.
(75)
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the previous result applied to the exact
sequence (71).
Combining the results above we can also describe the homology of the the ‘most
important’ algebra
A = x−ZΨZc (X)/xZΨ−Zc (X).(76)
The exact sequence
0 −→ I∂ −→ A −→ Aσ −→ 0(77)
determines a long exact sequences in homology.
Proposition 12. The connecting morphisms ∂ : HHi(I∂)→ HHi+1(Aσ) are given
on generators by ∂[Tr∂ ] = [ilogQTr∂,σ] and ∂[ilog xTr∂ ] = 0; it follows that
HHk(A) ≃
{
C⊕H∗rel(cS∗X × Sσ)⊕H∗(cS∗∂XX × Sσ)/C for k = 1
H∗rel(
cS∗X × Sσ)⊕H∗(cS∗∂XX × Sσ) otherwise.
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Proof. The naturality of the connecting morphism and the previous proposition
together reduce the proof to the computation of the morphism
p∗ : HH∗(A∂,σ)→ HH∗(Aσ)
induced by the natural map p : Aσ → A∂,σ. Using the isomorphisms in the equa-
tions (67) and (65), we deduce from the definition of the Lefschetz isomorphism
that the composition
Φ−11 ◦ p∗ ◦Φ3 : Hk(cS∗∂XX × Sσ)⊕Hk(cS∗∂XX × Sσ)dθx =
= Hk(cS∗∂XX × Sσ × S∂)→ Hk(cS∗∂XX × Sσ)⊕Hkrel(cS∗M × Sσ)
preserves the direct sum decomposition, Φ−11 ◦ p∗ ◦Φ3 = i∗⊕ (−1)q∂, where i is the
inclusion i : cS∗∂XX × Sσ → cS∗X × Sσ and ∂ is the connection morphism in the
cohomology exact sequence. The form dθσ has an extension to the whole manifold
cS∗X and hence ∂dθσ = 0. Thus we find that
∂[ilog xTr∂ ] = p
∗∂[ilogx Tr∂ ] = −p∗[ilog xilogQ Tr∂,σ] = −(−1)qΦ1(∂dθσ) = 0.
This completes the proof.
9. Morita invariance
In the following sections we will be concerned with index formulæ involving
the cocycles studied in the previous sections. In order to obtain operators with
nontrivial index we need to consider pseudodifferential operators acting between
sections of two bundles E+ and E−, with isomorphic pull-backs to the cusp-cosphere
bundle cS∗X.
In this section we shall explain how the previous results extend to the simple
case where E+ = E− = E over X. We shall replace all the algebras considered
above by the corresponding algebras of operators between sections of E; for instance
x−ZΨZc (X) is to be replaced by x
−ZΨZc (X ;E). In general by choosing an embedding
of E into a trivial bundle, E ⊂ X×RN , we obtain an idempotent e inMn(C∞(X)),
the projection onto the bundle E, and all our algebras A will be replaced by the
bi-ideals (‘corners’) eMN(A)e. This will entail changing the algebras x
−ZG(cT ∗X)
to x−ZG(cT ∗X, hom(E)) and so on. These new algebras are Morita equivalent to
the original ones and hence have the same Hochschild homology.
Proposition 13. If E is a vector bundle over a compact manifold with boundary
then the Hochschild homology of x−ZΨZc (X ;E) and the analogues of A, Aσ, Iσ,
A∂,σ, I∂ , A∂ and I are of the same dimensions as in the case that E is trivial,
since all these algebras are Morita equivalent to their analogues when E is trivial.
Proof. An algebra of the form eMN(A)e is Morita equivalent to A if e = e
2 ∈
MN(A) is an idempotent not contained in any proper two-sided ideal. The rest
follows from the Morita invariance of Hochschild homology see [5] and the references
therein.
¿From now on A, Aσ, Iσ, A∂,σ, I∂ , A∂ and I will denote the new algebras,
acting between sections of E. The results on traces extend trivially to the new
algebras as well.
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10. Boundary index
As discussed in the boundaryless case in the Introduction, we will define an
‘index class’ using the regularization discussed in Section 5. In fact Z˜([A,B]; z)
will in general have a pole at z = 0, so we discuss this functional first. Let
Bfx,Q(A,B) = lim
z→0
zZ˜([A,B]; z), A,B ∈ x−ZΨZc (X).(78)
Proposition 14. The functional Bfx,Q vanishes if either component is in Iσ or
I∂ and so defines a functional on A∂,σ which is a non-trivial Hochschild cocycle
mapping under Φ−13 to a multiple of −dθx + dθr.
Proof. The existence of Bf depends on the trace property for Tr∂,σ . Consider the
identity
Z˜([A,B]; z) = Tr([A,B]xzQ−z) +
1
2
z2Tr([A,B]C(z)xzQ−z)(79)
where C(z) = z−2(Q−zxzQzx−z − Id) is an entire family with
C(0) = 2[logQ, log x].(80)
Thus the second term in (79) cannot affect Bf and Bf(A,B) is the value at z = 0
of
(81) zTr([A,B]xzQ−z) = zTr(B[xz , Q−zA])
= z2Tr(BL1(z)x
zQ−z) + z2Tr(L2(z)Bx
zQ−z)
where zL1(z) = [x
z, A]x−z and zL2(z) = Q
z[Q−z, A]. Thus both L1 and L2 are
entire. Moreover L1(0) = [log x,A] and L2(0) = −[logQ,A]. Thus Bf can be
expressed in term of Tr∂,σ as
Bf(A,B) = Tr∂,σ(B[log x− logQ,A]) = (−ilog xTr∂,σ +ilogQTr∂,σ)(A,B).(82)
Here we have used the notation of Section 6. The statements of the proposition
now follow from Proposition 9.
Notice that the formula for this ‘boundary index functional’ can also be written
Bf(A,B) = (T̂r∂ + T̂rσ)([A,B]).
It is therefore the image in HH1(A∂,σ) of the 0-cocycle Tr∂ +Trσ on the ideal
Iσ + I∂ under the long exact sequence in Hochschild cohomology arising from the
short exact sequence
0 −→ Iσ + I∂ −→ A −→ A∂,σ −→ 0.
Proposition 15. Suppose A ∈ A∂,σ is invertible then the pairing in Hochschild
homology
c-ind(A) = Bf(A,A−1)
is homotopy invariant and vanishes if A arises from an invertible element in A.
The first invertibility condition is equivalent to the existence of a representative in
xpΨmc (X ;E) of the form x
pB where B ∈ Ψmc (X ;E) is elliptic near the boundary;
the last invertibility condition corresponds to the existence of such a B which is
globally elliptic and has invertible indicial family.
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Proof. To see the homotopy invariance of c-ind(A) as a function on the open set
of elliptic elements of A∂,σ consider a smooth family At with derivative A˙t. The
function c-ind(At) is smooth while At remains elliptic and differentiation gives
d
dt
Bfx,Q(At, A
−1
t ) = Bfx,Q(A˙t, A
−1
t )− Bfx,Q(At, A−1t A˙tA−1t )
= Tr∂,σ
(
A−1t D˜(A˙t)−A−1t A˙tA−1t D˜(At)).
Here
D˜(A) = [log x− logQ,A](83)
and (82) has been used. Since B 7→ D˜(B) is a derivation and Tr∂,σ is a trace this
reduces to Tr∂,σ(D˜(A
−1
t A˙t)). However
Tr∂,σ(D˜(B)) = 0 ∀ B ∈ x−ZΨZc (X)(84)
since F (z) = z2Tr(T (z)xzQ−z) ≡ 0 where zT (z) = xzQ−zBQzx−z −B is entire so
F (0) = Tr∂,σ(T (0)) = 0 with T (0) = D˜(B).
Now if A ∈ A∂,σ arises from an invertible element A′ ∈ A, i.e. a fully el-
liptic element of x−ZΨZc (X), then it has a parametrix B
′ ∈ x−ZΨZc (X) modulo
x∞Ψ−∞c (X ;E). In this case c-ind(A) vanishes since it is the residue at z = 0 of
Z˜x,Q([A
′, B′]; z) = Tr([A′, B′]xzQ−z)
which is entire.
11. Index 1-cocycle
For any pair of elements A,B ∈ x−ZΨZc (X) we now consider the bilinear func-
tional corresponding to the regularized value of Z˜, for the commutator, at z = 0.
Thus set
IF(A,B) = lim
z→0
(
Z˜x,Q([A,B]; z)− z−1Bfx,Q(A,B)
)
, A,B ∈ x−ZΨZc (X).(85)
The existence of this limit follows from the definition of Bf in (78).
Lemma 14. If A ∈ x−ZΨZc (X) is fully elliptic in the sense that it is invertible in
A then it defines a Fredholm operator on C˙∞(X ;E) and its index is
Ind(A) = IF(A,B), B ∈ x−ZΨZc (X), [B] = [A]−1 in A.(86)
In this case it follows from Proposition 15 that Z˜([A,B]; z) is regular near z = 0.
The fact that Ind(A) is the value at z = 0 is Fedosov’s formula. We prove this lemma
and discuss the index formula which follows from it in the next section. This lemma
can also be viewed as expressing the compatibility between the boundary map in
Hochschild homology and the boundary (or index) map in K-theory for a particular
cocycle, namely the Fredholm trace. This compatibility is proved in general in [20]
and will be used in further extensions of the index theorem, to families for example.
See also [21].
Proposition 16. The index functional defined by (85) descends from x−ZΨZc (X)
to a cocycle on A and can be written
IF(A,B) =
1
2
(T̂r∂ + T̂rσ)(BD˜(A) + D˜(A)B).(87)
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Proof. By definition IF(A,B) is the regularized value at z = 0 of Z˜([A,B]; z). Thus
is just
IF(A,B) =
d
dz
zZ˜([A,B]; z)
∣∣
z=0
.
The symmetrized form of (79) gives
(88) 2Z˜([A,B]; z)
= zTr
(
(BL1(z) + L2(z)B)x
zQ−z
)
+ zTr
(
(BL3(z) + L4(z)B)Q
−zxz
)
with zL1(z) = x
zAx−z −A, zL2(z) = A−QzAQ−z,
zL3(z) = Q
−zAQz −A and zL4(z) = A− x−zAxz .
The functions z2Tr(CxzQ−z) and z2Tr(CQ−zxz) are both holomorphic near, and
are equal to second order at, z = 0 with common value Tr∂,σ(C) and derivative
(T̂r∂ + T̂rσ)(C). It follows that
2 IF(A,B) = (T̂r∂ + T̂rσ) (BL1(0) + L2(0)B +BL3(0) + L4(0)B)
+ Tr∂,σ (BL
′
1(0) + L
′
2(0)B +BL
′
3(0) + L
′
4(0)B) ,
Now, L1(0) = L4(0) = [log x,A], L2(0) = L3(0) = −[logQ,A], L′1(0) + L′4(0) = 0
and L′2(0)+L
′
3(0) = 0. Since Tr∂,σ is a trace functional, (87) follows. This functional
certainly vanishes if either factor is in I so it descends to A.
This computation of the index class can be interpreted in terms of the previous
computations of the Hochschild homology groups. Consider the class of the func-
tional IF in HH1(A). The restrictions of IF to Iσ and I∂ are given by extension
of the Atiyah-Singer cocycle and the Toeplitz-index cocyle, respectively. These co-
cycles correspond in our computations to ilogQ Trσ and, respectively, −ilogx Tr∂ .
Their sum extends to the whole algebra if and only if the compatibility condition
∂ilogQTrσ = ∂ilog x Tr∂
in HH2(A∂,σ) is satisfied. This checks with the computations of lemma 13 and
Proposition 10 which give that their common value as the class of the cocycle
ilogxilogQTr∂,σ .
Put in an other way, IF gives an extension of −ilog xTr∂ from I∂ to x−ZΨZc (X)
and this explains the vanishing of ∂[ilogx Tr∂ ] in 12.
12. Index formula
Proof of Lemma 14. If A ∈ x−ZΨZc (X) is fully elliptic then it has a generalized
inverse B which satisfies
AB − Id = −Π1, BA− Id = −Π0
where Π0 and Π1 are projections onto the null space and a complement to the range
respectively. Thus AB − Id and BA− Id are both elements of I and
Ind(A) = Tr(Π0)− Tr(Π1) = −Tr(BA− Id) + Tr(AB − Id)
= −Z˜((BA − Id); 0) + Z˜((AB − Id); 0) = IF(A,B).
Now, we know that IF(A,B) only depends on the classes [A] and [B] = [A]−1 in
A, so the lemma follows.
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To investigate the index formula (86) further we name various of the component
functionals. For any invertible elliptic element A ∈ A set
η(A) = −T̂r∂(A−1[log x,A] + [log x,A]A−1)(89)
AS(A) =
1
2
T̂rσ(A
−1[logQ,A] + [logQ,A]A−1))(90)
β(A) =
1
2
T̂r∂(A
−1[logQ,A] + [logQ,A]A−1) and(91)
γ(A) =
1
2
T̂rσ(A
−1[log x,A] + [log x,A]A−1).(92)
In fact η(A) and β(A) are defined for all invertible elements of A∂ and AS(A) and
γ(A) are defined for all invertible elements of Aσ.
With this change of notation we grace the index formula with the name
Index Theorem. For any fully elliptic element of x−ZΨZc (X)
Ind(A) = AS(A) − 1
2
η(A) + β(A) + γ(A).(93)
Here, the notation is supposed to indicate that AS(A) is a generalization of the
Atiyah-Singer integrand involving the Aˆ-genus (or, in this case, the Todd genus)
and η(A) is a generalization of the ‘eta’ invariant. Formally it is certainly the case
that AS(A) only depends on the (full) symbol of A whereas η(A) only depends on
the (full) indicial family of A, i.e. the respective images in Aσ and A∂ . To proceed
further we make successive simplifying assumptions on A.
Proposition 17. If A ∈ Ψmc (X ;E) is fully elliptic then
η(A) = η(A0) where A0 = In(A)(94)
is the indicial family of A and the ‘eta’ invariant on the right is as defined in [16].
The indicial family A0 = In(A) is defined as the class of A ∈ Ψmc (X ;E) in the
quotient Ψmc (X ;E)/xΨ
m
c (X ;E). If A ∈ x−ZΨZc (X) is fully elliptic then for some
p xpA ∈ Ψmc (X ;E) is elliptic with A0 invertible. Furthermore A and xpA have
the same index. Thus the assumption of this Proposition involves no essential
restriction as far as the index is concerned.
Proof. If A ∈ Ψmc (X ;E) is fully elliptic then it has a parametrix B ∈ Ψ−mc (X ;E)
and the indicial families are inverses of each other, In(B) = B0, B0 = A
−1
0 . For the
commutator
[log x,A] ∈ xΨm−1c (X ;E), In(x−1[log x,A]) = −[t, A0](95)
where A0 7→ [t, A0] is the exterior derivation on the indicial algebra (which is
the suspended algebra for ∂X) given by commutation with the linear function t.
Formula (54) from Lemma 8 then shows that
T̂r∂(B[log x,A]) = −Tr(A−10 [t, A0]) = −Tr([t, A0]A−10 ) = T̂r∂([log x,A]B)
since Tr is a trace functional on the full suspended algebra. Thus
η(A) = −Tr(A−10 [t, A0])
which is the definition from [16].
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Corollary 3. If ð is an admissible Dirac operator on X then
η(ð) = η(ð0)(96)
is the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer ‘eta’ invariant of the boundary Dirac operator.
Proof. In [16] the ‘eta’ invariant on the right of (96) is identified with the original
definition from [1] for admissible Dirac operators.
A further simplifying assumption, which can always be arranged by deformation,
is that the operator A is translation invariant near the boundary.
Lemma 15. If A ∈ Ψmc (X ;E) is fully elliptic and translation invariant with re-
spect to some normal fibration, with normal variable x′ near the boundary then the
boundary defining function x can be chosen of the form f(x′) so that dx is supported
in the collar neighborhood and if this is done then
γ(A) = 0.(97)
Proof. Certainly taking x = f(x′) it can be arranged to be constant outside any
preassigned neighborhood of the boundary. If A is translation invariant in a neigh-
borhood containing the support of dx then the Taylor series of the commutator
takes the form
[log x,A] ≃
∞∑
j=1
(
d
dx′
)j
f(x′)Rj
with Rj translation invariant and of order at mostm−j. The composites B[log x,A]
and [log x,A]B therefore have similar expansions with different coefficients Rj . The
explicit formula given in Proposition 7 for the functional T̂rσ, as the Hadamard
regularization of Wodzicki’s residue trace, shows that all terms with j > 1 integrate
to zero (and only terms with j ≤ dimX can be non-trivial). Furthermore the term
with j = 1 integrates exactly to be logarithmic, so is removed by the regularization.
Simplified Index Theorem. If A ∈ Ψ0c(X ;E) is fully elliptic and translation
invariant with respect to a normal fibration near the boundary then, for a choice of
boundary defining function as in Lemma 15,
Ind(A) = AS(A) − 1
2
η(A0) + β(A)(98)
where η(A0) is the ‘eta’ functional of [16].
As already noted above the assumptions here do not limit the applicability of the
index formula since they can be arranged by deformation.
To simplify the remaining two terms in the index formula appreciably we need
to make a generally non-trivial assumption on the indicial family.
Lemma 16. If A ∈ Ψmc (X ;E) has invertible indicial family and is normal to first
order at the boundary in the sense that for some inner product
[A∗, A] ∈ x2Ψ2m−1c (X ;E)
then Q can be so chosen that β(A) = 0 and, assuming that A is fully elliptic, the
integral for AS(A) requires no regularization.
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Proof. If A is fully elliptic and of positive order then we can choose
Q = (A∗A+ 1)1/2m.
If it is only elliptic near the boundary, or is of negative order, then an appropriate
operator which is positive in the interior and vanishes near the boundary can be
used in place of Id so that Q is positive and of order 1. In any case Q can be chosen
so that [A, logQ] ∈ x2Ψmc (X ;E). Since T̂r∂ only depends on the coefficient of x in
the Laurent series of its argument it vanishes on A−1[logQ,A] and [logQ,A]A−1
in this case. Similarly the regularization of the integrand in the definition of AS(A)
involves only the terms which do not vanish quadratically.
Combining these various result we arrive at an index formula which takes the
same form as that of Atiyah, Patodi and Singer obtain for Fredholm Dirac operators.
Reduced Index Theorem. If A ∈ Ψmc (X ;E) is fully elliptic, translation invari-
ant near the boundary and has normal indicial family A0 then
Ind(A) = AS(A)− 1
2
η(A0)(99)
where the Atiyah-Singer integral is given by a convergent integral in terms of Wodz-
icki’s residue trace
AS(A) = TrR(A
−1[logQ,A])(100)
for any Q ∈ Ψ1c(X ;E) which is positive, translation invariant near the boundary
and commutes there with A and where η(A0) is the eta invariant on the suspended
algebra of the boundary as defined in [16].
13. Cyclic homology
For the algebras that we have considered the cyclic homology can be computed
directly from the Hochschild homology; we proceed to explain how to do this.
Recall [5, 14] that the cyclic homology of a unital algebra A, denoted HCn(A),
is the homology of the cyclic complex (C(A), b +B) where
C(A)n =
⊕
k≥0
A⊗ (A/C1)⊗n−2k.(101)
Completed (i.e. projective) tensor products are to be used if topological algebras
are considered, as it is the case here. The differential B is defined by
B(a0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ . . .⊗ an) = s
n∑
k=0
tk(a0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ . . .⊗ an).(102)
Here we have used the notation of [5], that s(a0⊗a1⊗. . .⊗an) = 1⊗a0⊗a1⊗. . .⊗an
and t(a0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ . . .⊗ an) = (−1)nan ⊗ a0 ⊗ . . .⊗ an−1.
Cyclic and Hochschild homology are related by a long exact sequence due to
Connes in cohomology [5] and to Loday and Quillen in homology [14].
. . .→ HHn(A) I−→ HCn(A) S−→ HCn−2(A) B−→ HHn−1(A) I−→ . . .(103)
S being the periodicity operator.
For the algebras Aσ, Iσ,A∂,σ and I∂ , the periodic cyclic cohomology can be
deduced from the Hochschild homology as follows.
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Lemma 17. The operator B in the above long exact sequence vanishes for the
algebras Aσ, Iσ, A∂,σ and I∂ .
Proof. We proceed by induction on m to show that the morphism
B : HCm−1(A′)→ HHm(A′)
is zero for any m if A′ is any of the algebras Aσ, Iσ, A∂,σ or I∂ .
The statement is trivially true for m = 0. We begin with the following remark.
The proofs of Propositions 2, 3, 4 and 5 show that the groups HHq(A′) are generated
by elements of order −n+ q with respect to the order filtration, and that all cycles
of order less that −n + q are boundaries. Here n denotes the dimension of the
manifold M. This is a direct consequence of the computation of the E1 terms of
the spectral sequences associated to the order filtration.
Assuming the statement to be true for all values less than a given m we find,
from the Connes’ exact sequence, that the groups HCm−1(A′) are isomorphic to
HCm−1(A′) ≃ ⊕k≥0HHm−2k−1(A′). This shows that the groups HCm−1(A′) are
generated by elements of order at most −n+m−1 in the order filtration. It follows
that they map to elements of order less than −n+m in HHm(A′), and hence they
vanish by the remark above.
The last statement is a direct consequence of the vanishing of B in the Connes’
exact sequence.
For any exact sequence of algebras we obtain an exact sequence in cyclic homol-
ogy [28] completely similar to the exact sequence in Hochschild homology. Moreover
the boundary maps of these two exact sequences are compatible. We therefore ob-
tain the following result for the cyclic homology of these algebras.
Proposition 18. The cyclic homology groups are given by
HCm(A′) = ⊕k≥0HHm−2k(A′)(104)
where A′ is any of the algebras Aσ, Iσ,A∂,σ, I∂ or A∂ . Explicitly
HCj(Aσ) ≃ ⊕k≥0bH2n−j+2k(cS∗X × Sσ)
HCj(Iσ) ≃ ⊕k≥0H2n−j+2krel (cS∗X × Sσ).
HCj(A∂,σ) ≃ ⊕k≥0H2n−j+2k(cS∗∂XX × Sσ × S∂)
HC∗(I∂) ≃ HH∗(I∂) ≃ H1−j(S∂)
HCi(A∂) ≃ HCi(A∂,σ)/C, if i > 0 ,HC0(A∂) ≃ HC0(A∂,σ).
The periodicity operator S is identified with the canonical projection, so the periodic
cyclic homology groups are obtained by removing the restriction that k be positive.
Proof. The computations for the first three algebras follow from the computation
of Hochschild homology and the previous lemma. The cyclic homology groups of
A∂ are obtained from the cyclic homology groups of A∂,σ and Iσ using the exact
sequence in cyclic homology.
14. Bundles and grading
The discussion so far has been concerned with elliptic matrices of pseudodiffer-
ential operators. These results were extended directly to operators on sections of a
particular vector bundle by selecting a complementary bundle, such that the sum
is trivial. However, this still does not include the case of Dirac operators, since
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these in general give operators between non-isomorphic bundles. To overcome this
we now briefly show how the results can be extended to the Z2-graded case.
For a Z2-graded algebra, let ǫ be the parity operator, so ǫ(a) = (−1)deg aa if a is of
pure type. Let E = E+⊕E− be a Z2-graded vector bundle over a compact manifold
with boundary X. Choose a parity-preserving embedding of E ⊂ X × (CN ⊕ CN )
into a trivial Z2-graded bundle such that E = e
(
X×(CN⊕CN )) for an even degree
matrix-valued projecton e. Denote by str(a) = tr(ǫa) the supertrace functional on
hom(E) = eM2N(C
∞(X))e. The embedding into a trivial bundle gives to rise a
canonical connection ∇(ξ) = edξ, the Grassman connection on E.
Define the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg map in this case by
χ(a0 ⊗ a1 ⊗ . . .⊗ an) = str (a0da1 ∧ · · · ∧ dan) = str (a0∇a1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∇an) + . . .
(105)
where the dots represent terms involving the curvature ede ∧ de of the Grassman
connection.
Reviewing the discussion in Section 1 we find
Lemma 18. If E = E+⊕E− is a Z2-graded vector bundle over a compact manifold
with boundary X the Hochschild homology, in the graded sense, of the following
algebras of sections of the homomorphism bundle reduce to the corresponding de
Rham spaces
HH∗(x
−ZC∞(X ; hom(E)) ≃ x−ZC∞(X ; Λ∗)(106)
HH∗(C˙∞(X ; hom(E)) ≃ C˙∞(X ; Λ∗)(107)
with identification given by the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg map χ, as defined
above. This isomorphism does depend on the choice of a degree preserving embed-
ding E ⊂ X × (CN ⊕ CN ).
Proof. This is proved in essentially the same manner as Proposition 13 using Propo-
sition 1 of [22] to first reduce the graded Hochschild homology to the usual Hoch-
schild homology (of a different algebra).
Proposition 19. If E = E+ ⊕ E− is a Z2 graded vector bundle over a compact
manifold with boundary then all the Hochschild homology groups, as Z2-graded al-
gebras, of x−ZΨZc (X ;E) and the analogues of A, Aσ, Iσ, A∂,σ, I∂ , A∂ and I are
of the same dimensions as in the case that E is trivial; moreover the isomorphisms
do not depend on the choice of the embedding of E into a trivial bundle.
Proof. These isomorphisms are proved as in the proposition above. The periodic
cyclic homology is independent on the choice of the embedding since any two em-
bedding are homotopic by a smooth homotopy (eventually by increasing N) and
periodic cyclic homology is homotopy invariant [5]. Since for the algebras listed
above Hochschild homology embeds into periodic cyclic homology (Theorem 18)
the result follows.
Suppose that the bundles E+ and E− are canonically isomorphic in a neighbor-
hood of the boundary. The embeddings E± = e±(X ×CN ) (e = e+⊕ e−) can then
be chosen such that their images coincide in a neighborhood of the boundary, that
is e+ = e− there.
We now proceed as in section 12. We shall use the extensions of the traces
Tr∂,σ, Tr∂ , Trσ and the functionals T̂r∂ and T̂rσ to the algebra x
−ZΨZc (X ;C
2N) =
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M2N(x
−ZΨZc (X)). These extensions vanish on the off-diagonal terms. Using the em-
beddings introduced above, we obtain by restriction functionals on x−ZΨZc (X ;E).
We shall use the same notation for these restrictions. Define as before
IF(A,B) = lim
z→0
(
Z˜x,Q([A,B]; z)− z−1Bfx,Q(A,B)
)
, A,B ∈ x−ZΨZc (X ;E).(108)
This cocycle descends to a cocycle on A, and Proposition 16 extends without change
to this case giving
IF(A,B) =
1
2
(T̂r∂ + T̂rσ)(BD˜(A) + D˜(A)B).(109)
We will also need a correction term ν which potentially depends on the embeddings,
which we now proceed to define. Denote by QN = Q⊗ I the operator Q extended
to act diagonally on the trivial graded-bundle X × (CN ⊕ CN ). The functions
Tr(e±Q
−s
N ) have no pole at 0 because e+ and e− are differential operators [28].
Then define
ν = Tr(e+Q
−s
N )− Tr(e−Q−sN )
∣∣
s=0
= str(eQ−s2N)
∣∣
s=0
(110)
Theorem 1. If E is a Z2-graded vector bundle over a compact manifold with
boundary and A ∈ x−ZΨZc (X ;E) is fully elliptic and odd with respect to the grading
then [A]⊗ [A]−1 is a Z2-graded Hochschild cycle and
Ind(A) = dim (A+)− dim (A−) = IF([A], [A]−1) + ν.(111)
where ν is as defined above and the cocycle IF satisfies (109). If A is self-adjoint
and translation-invariant near the boundary then the analogue of (99) holds.
Proof. We consider as before the function Tr((e+−BA)Q−sN )−Tr((e−−AB)Q−sN )
which is defined and analytic for large s, and extends to a holomorphic function at
0 whose value at 0 is Ind(A) the index of A. We obtain
Ind(A) = Tr((e+ −BA− e− +AB)Q−sN )
∣∣
s=0
= IF([A], [A]−1) + ν(112)
All the other statements are proved in exactly the same way as their analogues for
E+ = E−.
Although this theorem involves an assumption on the ‘boundary triviality’ of the
operator A this is satisfied by admissible Dirac operators and in this sense it is a
direct pseudodifferential extension of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem. This
is reflected in our assumption that E+ = E− in a neighborhood of the boundary.
All our previous results on the cohomology classes of the various cocycles appear-
ing in the index formula extend to the above case (E+ 6= E−) with identical proof.
The correction term ν is an interior term, in the sense that it can be computed as
the integral of a local term supported in the interior of the manifold X. This shows
that the identification of the eta-invariant with one of the terms appearing in our
index cocycle extends to this case as well.
15. Other algebras
The methods employed above can also be used to compute the Hochschild homol-
ogy of the algebras ΨZc (X), Ψ
0
c(X), algebras of complete symbols and the b-calculus
algebras [15]. However these groups can be infinite dimensional, and hence the re-
lation with the homology is not readily seen. As an example consider the cusp
operators of order 0,
A6 = x−ZΨ0c(X)/x−ZΨ−∞c (X).
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Proposition 20. The E1p,q-term of the spectral sequence associated to the order
filtration A6 is the same as that of A∂,σ for p ≤ 0 and vanishes for p > 0. The
E2p,q-term is unchanged for p < 0 and vanishes for p > 0. The E
2
0,q-terms are given
by
E20,q ≃ C∞(cS∗X ; Λ2n−1−q)⊕ C∞(cS∗∂XX ; Λ2n−q−2)
if q 6= n and
E20,n ≃ Zn−1(cS∗X)⊕ Zn(cS∗X)⊕ Zn−2(cS∗∂XX)⊕ Zn−1(cS∗∂XX).
The spectral sequence degenerates at E2.
Here have denoted by Zk(M) = ker d, the space of closed forms of degree k on the
manifold M.
Proof. The statement about the E1-term follows from the definition. The differen-
tial d1 : E
1
p,q → E1p−1,q turns out to be the same if p ≤ 0 and to vanish otherwise.
Using the computations in the proof of proposition 2, we see that we need to com-
pute the homology of the truncated de Rham complexes
(113) 0←−Gq′(cS∗X × Sσ; Λ2n)←−Gq
′
(cS∗X × Sσ; Λ2n−1)←−· · ·
←−Gq′(cS∗X × Sσ; Λ2n−q)←− 0
where q′ = n−q and Gk(cS∗X×Sσ; Λj) denotes the space of k-homogeneous forms.
The result then follows.
Appendix A. Cusp calculus
We give a definition of the ‘cusp’ calculus on a manifold with boundary, by use of
blow up techniques. This is also done in somewhat greater generality in [15]. Here
we describe the construction and refer to [15] for more details. A more traditional
characterization of cusp pseudodifferential operators in terms of standard pseudo-
differential operators on Euclidean space is also given and the basic properties of
the calculus are described.
An algebra of cusp pseudodifferential operators on a compact manifold with
boundary, X, is determined by a choice of trivialization of the normal bundle to the
boundary, which need not be connected. This is equivalent to the choice of a defining
function ρ up to a positive constant multiple near each boundary hypersurface and
the addition of a term vanishing quadratically at the boundary. We call such a
choice a cusp structure on X.
Lemma 19. Given any two cusp structures on a manifold with boundary X there is
a diffeomorphism of X, connected to the identity through diffeomorphisms, reducing
one to the other.
Proof. Let ρ be a defining function inducing one of two given cusp structures on
X. Then, by scaling ρ by a constant as necessary near each boundary hypersurface
it can be assumed that there is a product decomposition of a neighborhood of the
boundary of X of the form
[0, 1]ρ × Y, Y = ∂X.
Let V be the normal vector field for this product decomposition, so satisfying
V ρ = 1 in {ρ ≤ 1}. A defining function for the other cusp structure is necessarily
of the form aρ, with C∞(X) ∋ a > 0. Only the restriction of a to the boundary
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affects the cusp structure, so it can be assumed that the second defining function
is of the form ρ′ = aρ with a = 1 near ρ = 1 and V ρ′ > 0 in {ρ ≤ 1} = {ρ′ ≤ 1}.
It follows that ρt = (1 − t)ρ + tρ′ is a 1-parameter family of defining functions
with V (ρt) = at > 0 in {ρ ≤ 1}. A suitable diffeomorphism can be defined by
integration of the vector field Vt = a
′
t
−1V from the fixed surface {ρt = 1} towards
the boundary.
The choice of a cusp structure on X defines a Lie algebra of smooth vector fields
by
Vc(X) =
{
V ∈ C∞(X ;TX);V ρ ∈ ρ2C∞(X)}(114)
The space of pseudodifferential operators on X described here corresponds to the
microlocalization of this Lie algebra of vector fields. The local structure of these
vector fields follows by elementary computation.
Lemma 20. In local coordinates, x, y1, . . . , yn−1 near a boundary point, with x
being equal to an admissible defining function, an element of Vc(X) takes the form
V = x2
∂
∂x
+
n−1∑
j=1
bj
∂
∂yj
where the coefficients a and bj are smooth in the coordinate patch. Conversely a
vector field on X is in Vc(X) if it is of this form with respect to a covering of the
boundary by such coordinate systems.
Proof. The last part of the lemma follows from the first part and the elementary
fact, directly from the definition in (114), that Vc(X) is a C∞(X) module.
The local form of the vector fields allows (114) to be reversed in the sense that
a defining function ρ′ defines the same cusp structure as ρ if
Vc(X)ρ′ ∈ ρ2C∞(X)
where Vc(X) is defined from the ρ. Said a different way this is
Corollary 4. The Lie algebra Vc(X) determines the cusp structure from which it
is defined.
The first definition we give is of the ‘ignorable’ operators in the cusp calculus,
these are actually the same for all cusp structures on the given manifold.
Definition 1. The space ρ∞Ψ−∞c (X) consists of the integral operators with ker-
nels in C˙∞(X2;π∗RΩ), where πR : X2 −→ X is projection onto the second factor
and Ω is the density bundle on X, so
Af(z) =
∫
X
A(z, z′)f(z′), f ∈ C˙∞(X)
where the same letter is used for operator and kernel.
By Fubini’s theorem these operators form an algebra.
The first, and intrinsically global, definition we give of the cusp calculus uses
the properties of real blow-up of p-submanifolds of a manifold with corners. First
consider the space on which kernels of b-pseudodifferential operators become simple,
X2b = [X
2; {H ×H}H∈M1(X)](115)
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Here M1(X) is the set of boundary hypersurfaces of X. The sets of their products
H ×H forms a disjoint collection of p-submanifolds of X2, so the blow up is well
defined independent of order. As a manifold with corners X2b has an additional
boundary hypersurface (compared toX2) for eachH. These faces are each naturally
isomorphic (by definition) to the inward-pointing spherical normal bundle to the
corresponding H × H ∈ M2(X2). The choice of cusp structure on X induces an
analogous choice of cusp structure on X2, since M1(X2) =M1(X)⊔M1(X), and
this provides a trivialization of the normal bundle to H ×H. Thus, using the given
cusp structure, the extra faces of X2b are of the form [−1, 1]×H2. The ‘fibre diagonal
submanifolds’
Φ2(H) = {0} ×H2 ⊂ [−1, 1]×H2, H ∈M1(X)
are therefore fixed by the choice of cusp structure. These p-submanifolds are disjoint
in X2b , so we may define, without dependence on the order
X2c = [X
2
b; {Φ2(H)}H∈M1(X)], β2cb : X2c −→ X2b ,(116)
a manifold with corners defined from X and the choice of cusp structure.
The following basic result is proved in [15].
Lemma 21. The ‘stretched projections’ π2c,S : X
2
c −→ X for S = L,R, defined as
the composites of the blow-down maps and projection onto the left or right factor
X2c
π2c,S
$$
β2c
>>
β2cb // X2b
β2b // X2
πS // X , S = L or R,(117)
are both b-fibrations.
Let C˙∞ffc (X2c ) ⊂ C∞(X2c ) be the subspace of functions which vanish to infinite
order at all boundary hypersurfaces other than those, ffc(H) for H ∈ M1(X),
produced in the second stage of blow up, i.e. in (116).
Lemma 22. The closure of the inverse image under β2c of the diagonal over the
interior of X is a p-submanifold, ∆c ⊂ X2c , meeting the boundary only in the set
ffc ⊂ ∂X2c .
Both the notion of a conormal distribution and the more refined notion of a poly-
homogeneous, or classical, conormal distribution with respect to a p-submanifold
is defined, for example by extension across the boundary. The space of 1-step
polyhomogeneous conormal distributional sections of order m of a vector bundle
E where the conormality is with respect to a p-submanifold M ⊂ X of a mani-
fold with cornersX, will be denoted Imphg(X,M ;E). Those vanishing to all orders at
boundary hypersurfaces other than those in the subset S ⊂M1(X) will be denoted
ImS,phg(X,M ;E) ⊂ Imphg(X,M ;E). In fact in terms of the C∞(X) module structure
of Imphg(X,M ;E),
ImS,phg(X,M ;E) = C˙∞S (X) · Imphg(X,M ;E).
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Definition 2. The space of cusp pseudodifferential operators, acting on functions,
corresponding to a given cusp structure on a manifold with boundary X is the space
of kernels
Ψmc (X) ≡Imffc,phg(X2c , ∆c; Kd) with
Kd = Ω
1
2
c ⊗ (X2c,L)∗(ρ
1
2Ω−
1
2 )⊗ (X2c,R)∗(Ω
1
2
c ),
(118)
and where X2c is the blown-up space determined by the cusp structure.
Lemma 23. Let G ⊂ C∞((X◦)2) be such that C˙∞ffc(X2c ) is a G-module with respect
to point wise multiplication, then the space of kernels in (118) is a G-module over
C∞(X2); it is also invariant under exchange of the two factors.
Since the lift of C∞(X2) to X2c has the module structure required of G in this
lemma, Ψmc (X) is a C∞(X2)-module. This allows the space of kernels acting ‘from
sections of one vector bundle over X to sections of an other vector bundle over X ’
to be defined as a tensor product.
Definition 3. The space of cusp pseudodifferential operators, acting from sections
of any given vector bundle E over X to sections of any vector bundle F over X
and corresponding to a given cusp structure on the manifold with corners X is the
space of kernels
Ψmc (X ;E,F ) = Ψ
m
c (X)⊗C∞(X2) C∞(X2; Hom(E,F ))
where Hom(E,F ) is the bundle over X2 with fibre hom(Ez′ , Fz) ≡ Fz ⊗ E′z′ at
(z, z′) ∈ X2.
We shall abbreviate the name to c-pseudodifferential operator and Ψmc (X ;E,E)
to Ψmc (X ;E). For any smooth map of compact manifolds with corners F : X −→ Y,
the push-forward operation is well defined on supported distributions. If G is any
bundle over Y then
F∗ : C˙−∞(X ;F ∗G⊗ Ω) −→ C˙−∞(Y ;G⊗ Ω).(119)
Here, C˙−∞(X ;L), for any vector bundle L, is the dual of C∞(X ; Ω⊗L′). Since the
elements of Ψ∗c(X ;E,F ) are smooth up to all boundaries (in the normal variables
to those boundaries),
Ψ∗c(X) ⊂ C˙−∞(X2c ; Kd).(120)
Proposition 21. The kernel density bundle on X2c has a natural identification
over (X2c )
◦
with (πL
2
c)
∗Ω−1 ⊗ Ω so (119) and (120) give a push-forward map
Ψ∗c(X) −→ C˙−∞(X)
which in fact takes values in C∞(X).
Lemma 24. Each c-pseudodifferential operator A ∈ Ψ∗c(X ;E,F ) defines consis-
tent continuous linear maps
A : C∞(X ;E) −→ C∞(X ;F ),(121)
A : C˙∞(X ;E) −→ C˙∞(X ;F ),(122)
A : C˙−∞(X ;E) −→ C˙−∞(X ;F ),(123)
A : C−∞(X ;E) −→ C−∞(X ;F ).(124)
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The consistency here is with respect to the inclusions and projections
C˙−∞(X ;E)

C˙∞(X ;E)   // C∞(X ;E)
*


88ppppppppppp
 t
''NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
N
C−∞(X ;E).
(125)
If ρH is a defining function for the boundary hypersurface H ∈ M1(X) then
g = π∗L(ρ
−1
H )π
∗
RρH is smooth on X
2 except at the boundary face H ×X. Moreover
it is equal to 1 on the diagonal and lifts to X2b to be smooth up to the front face,
i.e. there is again only one hypersurface up to which it is not smooth. The same
holds for the lift to X2c , and since the singularity is of finite order g is a multiplier
on Ψmc (X). Thus
Ψmc (X) ∋ A 7−→ ρ−1H ·A · ρH ∈ Ψmc (X)
is a morphism. Combined with (121) this shows that there is a unique operator
AH completing the commutative diagrame with vertical maps given by restriction
C∞(X)

A // C∞(X)

C∞(H) AH // C∞(H).
(126)
This can be generalized by considering the more singular function
µH =
1
π∗LρH
− 1
π∗RρH
.(127)
On X2 this is singular at both H × X and X × H. Written in terms of sH =
π∗LρH/π
∗
RρH and rH = π
∗
RρH + π
∗
LρH it is
µH =
1− s2H
rHsH
(128)
The surface blown up (in this boundary face) to produce X2c is sH = 1, rH = 0. It
follows that µH is smooth up to the new boundary face so produced and hence up
to all boundary hypersurfaces of X2c except the three arising from the lifts ofH×X,
X ×X and the front face of X2b corresponding to H. Since µH is real and only has
a finite order singularity at these faces, it follows that for any ζ ∈ R the function
exp(iζµH) is a multiplier on Ψ
m
c (X). Lemma 23 then shows that conjugation gives
a smooth map
R ∋ ζ 7−→ exp(iζ/ρH)A exp(−iζ/ρH) ∈ Ψmc (X), for A ∈ Ψmc (X).(129)
Definition 4. The indicial family of an element A ∈ Ψmc (X) at a boundary hy-
persurface H ∈ M1(X), fixed by the choice of a boundary defining function ρH , is
the family of operators on C∞(H)
InH(A, ζ) =
(
exp(
iζ
ρH
)A exp(− iζ
ρH
)
)
H
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where the operator restriction is defined by (126).
Consider the special case of this construction for the manifold [−1, 1].The interior
of this interval can be identified with R by radial compactification. That is, consider
the diffeomorphism
SP : R ∋ z 7−→ z
(1 + |z|2) 12 ∈ (−1, 1) ⊂ [−1, 1].(130)
This ‘fixes a cusp structure on [−1, 1]’, in fact in dimension one there is a unique
cusp structure.
Proposition 22. The c-pseudodifferential operators on [−1, 1] are identified by
(130) with the pseudodifferential operators on R with ‘polyhomogeneous coefficients’,
that is
Au(z) =
1
2π
∫
R
ei(z−z
′)ζa(
1
2
(z + z′), ζ)u(z′)dz′(131)
where the amplitude a is determined by the fact that there is an element a′ ∈
C∞([−1, 1] × R) which is a polyhomogeneous symbol in the usual sense and such
that
a = (SP× Id)∗a′.(132)
The ‘usual sense’ in which a′(x, ζ) is a polyhomogeneous symbol is that a′ ∈
C∞([−1, 1]× R) and there are functions a′j ∈ C∞([−1, 1]× {−1,+1}) such at
a′ ∼
−∞∑
j=m
|ζ|jaj(x, ζ|ζ| ) as |ζ| → ∞,
meaning in turn that for each N and all α, β ∈ N0,
sup
|ζ|≥1
|ζ|N+1+|β||DαxDβζ
(
a′ −
−N∑
j=m
|ζ|jaj
)| <∞.
Proof. Since µH and rH , give coordinates near ∆c the problem is reduced to oper-
ators of order −∞ where it is a matter of simple estimates arising from the infinite
order vanishing.
This identification in the case of the model manifold [−1, 1] suggests a character-
ization of c-pseudodifferential operators by localization. For an open set U ⊂ Rn−1
consider pseudodifferential operators on R× U with kernels of the form
A(z, y, z′, y′) = (2π)−n
∫
Rn
ei(z−z
′)ζ+(y−y′)·ηa(z, z′, y, y′, ξ, η)dζdη(133)
where a = (SP× SP× Id)∗a′ with a′ ∈ C∞([−1, 1]2 × U2 × Rn) a symbol in the
same sense,
a′ ∼
−∞∑
j=m
|(ζ, η)|jaj(x, x′, y, y′, (ζ, η)|(ζ, η)| ) as |(ζ, η)| → ∞.(134)
Proposition 23. If (x, y) are coordinates in a coordinate patch O = [0, 1) × U.
U ⊂ Rn−1, near a boundary point of a compact manifold with boundary, with x an
admissible boundary defining functions for a given cusp structure, then a kernel as
in (133) and (134) such that A′ = (T × T )∗A, T (x, y) = (SP−1(x + 1), y) which
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has relatively compact support in O2 in these local coordinates defines an element
of Ψmc (X). Conversely any element of Ψ
m
c (X), for X a compact manifold with
boundary is a finite sum of such local operators, plus an element of Ψ−∞c (X) and a
classical pseudodifferential operator of order m with kernel compactly supported in
the interior of X2.
Although this proposition reduces cusp pseudodifferential operators to rather fa-
miliar objects on R×U the global representation discussed above is very convenient.
In particular the conormal distributions to a submanifold (in this case transversal
to the boundary) always have a global representation, modulo smooth functions, in
terms of symbols.
Proposition 24. For any compact manifold with boundary there is a global quan-
tization map
x−ZSZ(cT ∗X) −→ x−ZΨZc (X)(135)
which is order-filtered and induces the isomorphism (13).
Proof. Choose a Riemann metric on X2c with respect to which the boundary hy-
persurfaces are totally geodesic (this is always possible on a compact manifold with
corners, see for example [8]). Let φ ∈ C∞(X2c ) be identically one in a neighborhood
of the lifted diagonal and have support in a collar neighborhood, O, defined by nor-
mal geodesic flow with respect to this metric. Writing the Riemannian identification
as
G−1 : cTX ≡ N∆ ⊃ O′ −→ O ⊂ X2c
the quantization map is defined by Fourier transformation on the fibres of cT ∗X
Aa = φG
∗(A′a)ν, A
′
a(p, v) = (2π)
−n
∫
cT∗X
e−iv·ξa(p, ξ)dξ.(136)
Here ν is a non-vanishing section of the kernel density bundle and dξ is the Rie-
mannian volume form on the fibres of cT ∗X, which is identified with the conormal
bundle to the lifted diagonal by the lifting of cusp vector fields from the left factor.
That this map induces an isomorphism (13) follows from the fact that the Fourier
transform in the normal bundle gives an identification of conormal distributions at
the submanifold, modulo C∞ functions, with symbols modulo Schwartz functions.
Now x−ZΨ−∞c (X) is an ideal, so (135) induces a product on x
−ZC∞(cS∗X)[q]]
which we denote by ⋆. It is indeed a star product in the sense of deformation
quantization . That is,
a ⋆ b =
∞∑
j=0
Pj(a, b)(137)
where Pj is a bilinear differential operator of total homogeneity −j satisfying
P0(a, b) = ab, P1(a, b)− P1(b, a) = 1
i
{a, b}.(138)
Here, {, } is the degenerate Poisson bracket on functions on cT ∗X induced by the
singular symplectic structure which arises from its identification with T ∗X over the
interior. The form (137) follows directly from the symbol calculus and then the
explicit identifications in (138) follow by continuity from the interior. Notice that
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in terms of the admissible coordinates x, y near a boundary point and the induced
canonical coordinates (x, y, τ, η) in cT ∗X
cT ∗X ∋ α = τ dx
x2
+ η · dy,
{a, b} = ∂τa · x2∂xb− x2∂xa · ∂τb+ ∂ηa · ∂yb− ∂ya · ∂τb.
(139)
The algebra x−ZΨZc (X) is also filtered by the boundary order; the corresponding
residual ideal being x∞ΨZc (X). The global representation of the operators allows
the quotient to be readily identified. To do so, consider a compact manifold without
boundary, Y. The ‘suspension’ of Y is the product R×X. Using the stereographic
compactification of R to [−1, 1] via (130) R× Y can is identified with the interior
of the compact manifold with boundary Ysus = [−1, 1]× Y. The action of R on R
by translation lifts to a smooth action of R on [−1, 1] by projective linear transfor-
mations. Consider the subalgebra of ΨZc (Ysus) consisting of the operators which are
invariant under this R-action, we shall denote this algebra by ΨZsus(Y ) since it is
precisely the ‘suspended algebra of pseudodifferential operators’ considered in [16].
The choice of a boundary defining function (admissible for a given cusp structure)
trivializes the normal bundle to the boundary and so gives an identification
(∂X)sus ≡ N∂X.
Proposition 25. The choice of a boundary defining function admissible for a given
cusp structure on a compact manifold with boundary and a normal fibration of the
manifold near the boundary induces an isomorphism
x−ZΨZc (X)/x
∞ΨZc (X) ≡ ΨZsus(∂X)[[x](140)
where the linear variable on the suspension of ∂X can is identified with 1/x in the
product.
Proof. This is just the Taylor series for the Schwartz kernel at the front face.
Appendix B. Cusp metrics and holomorphic families
Although we only make we limited use of the analytic properties of cusp metrics
we recall briefly from [17] and [15] the basic properties of a cusp metric. Given a
cusp structure on a compact manifold with boundary, a(n exact) cusp metric is a
metric on the interior of X of the form
g =
dx2
x4
+
h
x2
where x is an admissible boundary defining function and h is a smooth symmetric
2-cotensor which restricts to the boundary to be a metric. Clearly such a metric
always exists and the Laplacian, ∆, is a cusp differential operator. Furthermore
the operator ∆ + 1 is invertible on C˙∞(X) and the family (∆ + 1)z/2 is an entire
family of c-pseudodifferential operators of complex order z.
Lemma 25. If S ⊂ X is a closed submanifold of a compact manifold and F (τ) ∈
I(X,S) is an analytic family of 1-step polyhomogeneous conomal functions of com-
plex order −τ for τ ∈ Ω where Ω ⊂ C then for any τ ′ ∈ Ω with Re τ ′ > dimX −
dimS and any smooth density ν on X the pairing
〈F (τ), ν〉 =
∫
X
F (τ)ν(141)
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is defined and extends to be meromorphic in the connected component of Ω contain-
ing τ ′ with only simple poles at of τ = 14 dimX +
1
2 dimS − j, for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
The position of the poles is determined by the convention for orders of conormal
distributions introduced by Ho¨rmander in [11].
In fact it is by no means necessary that the measure here be smooth, provided
it is smooth in the directions of a normal fibration to S. In particular, in the case
of a manifold with corners the same result holds if ν is smooth up to the boundary
provided that S is transversal to the boundary. More generally we need to consider
the case of a density which is itself entire in another parameter in the sense that
ν = ρzν0.
Here, ν0 is a fixed smooth density and ρ is a defining function for some boundary
face of X.
Lemma 26. If X is a compact manifold with corners and S ⊂ X is a closed sub-
manifold which meets the boundary only in a boundary hypersurface, with defining
function ρ, to which it is transversal, then for F (τ, z) ∈ I(X,S) an analytic family
of 1-step polyhomogeneous conomal functions of complex order −τ for (τ, z) ∈ Ω×C
then for any τ ′ ∈ Ω with Re τ ′ > dimX−dimS and any smooth density ν the func-
tion
〈F (τ), ρzν〉(142)
is defined and extends to be meromorphic in the connected component of Ω × C
containing τ ′×C with simple poles in the two variables at τ = 14 dimX+ 12 dimS−j,
for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . and z = −1,−2, . . . .
Proof. Choose a function φ ∈ C∞c (R) which is equal to 1 near 0 and has sufficiently
small support. Then the function φ(ρ) localizes near the boundary hypersurfaces
which S meets. In the decomposition of the pairing
〈F (τ), ρzν0〉 = 〈F (τ), φ(ρ)ρzν0〉+ 〈F (τ), (1 − φ(ρ))ρzν0〉
the second term is entire in z so Lemma 26 applies with the minor addition of an
entire parameter. Taking φ to have small enough support, allows X to be replaced
by a product decompositionH×[0, 1) whereH is the boundary hypersurface defined
by ρ and, in view of the transversality, S can also be taken to be a product in this set,
S = S′ × [0, 1). Then the distribution F (τ) is a smooth function of the coordinate
x = ρ with values in I(H,S′). The result then follows by combining Lemma 26 in
the tangential variables with the meromorphy of the distribution xz.
Appendix C. Cusp and b-calculi
We briefly remark on the relationship between the cusp calculus considered here
and the b-calculus considered of which the K-theory is discussed in [18]. This can
be understood easily in terms of the two Lie algebras of vector fields of which they
are the respective microlocalizations. The b-pseudodifferential operators are, in
the usual informal sense, symbolic functions of the smooth vector fields tangent to
the boundary. This is a completely natural Lie algebra of vector fields Vb(M) on
any manifold with boundary, M, with a local basis at a boundary point, as a C∞
module,
t
∂
∂t
,
∂
∂yj
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where t is a local boundary defining function and the yj are tangential coordinates.
This should be compared with Lemma 20, in which xmust define the cusp structure.
Consider the smooth transcendental map
[0,∞) ∋ x 7−→ t = e− 1x ∈ [0,∞).(143)
The vector field t∂/∂t pulls back under this map to the smooth vector field x
2∂/∂x.
Thus it follows that differential operators which are polynomials, with smooth co-
efficients in the vector fields t∂/∂t and ∂/∂yj on [0, 1)t × Rn−1 pull back to be
polynomials in the vector fields x2∂/∂x and ∂/∂yj.
The map in (143) is not a diffeomorphism, so it can be considered instead as
the introduction of a singular coordinate, x = 1
log 1
t
, in place of t. That is, as a
‘transcendental blow up’ of the boundary t = 0. This point of view is discussed in
[9] where it is shown that the new manifold with boundary (diffeomorphic in fact
to the old one) has a natural C∞ structure. Observe that a change of t in (143)
to another defining function t′ = ta(t, y), depending on the tangential variables,
changes x to
x′ =
1
log 1t′
=
1
log 1t − log a
=
x
1− x log a(e−1/x, y) = x+O(x
2).
Thus the new manifold, with boundary defining function x has a natural cusp
structure arising from the transcendental blow up. It is then straightforward to
analyze the behavior to the pseudodifferential operators.
Proposition 26. Under transcendental blow up of the boundary of a compact man-
ifold with boundary as in (143) the b-pseudodifferential operators lift to be cusp
pseudodifferential operators and the span of the lifts over C∞ of the blown up space
is dense in the cusp algebra.
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